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ABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACT    

This thesis presents the application of two novel associative memory exercises on 

twelve cognitively healthy elderly and two females suspected of suffering dementia 

between 70 to 90 years of age during 8 consecutive weeks (3 sessions/week). Also eleven 

age-matched control volunteers participated in the study but not in the memory 

exercises.  

All participants’ memory and mental condition were assessed using the Montreal 

Cognitive Assessment and the Wechsler Memory Scale. Both assessments were 

administered at the baseline, immediately after, and again one month afterwards of the 

end of the 8-week exercise regime. Control participants were also assessed twice by these 

two measures, 8 weeks apart.  

The results show that, on average, the memory and mental state of the Exercising 

Group improved significantly over the exercise program compared with those of the 

Control Group. The results suggest that our designed associative memory exercises are 

effective for cognitive state improvement of older adults. 
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     CHAPTER 1
    

        INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION        

 

1.11.11.11.1     RationaleRationaleRationaleRationale    

In recent years, improvements in health care have helped people live longer and 

healthier lives than ever before. It has been estimated that by 2050 approximately 22% 

of the world’s population will be over 60 years old [1]. As longevity advances, cognitive 

abilities such as executive functions, memory, reasoning, processing speed, and 

multitasking start to deteriorate [2]. It has been shown that tasks involving episodic 

memory (free and clued recall), source memory (when and where things took place), and 

associative memory present greater challenges for the elderly [3].   

Among different types of memory, remembering associative connections has been 

found to require greater effort for older adults [4], [5]. Associative memory is defined as 

the creation of new links between different items which were not related previously, and 

later retrieval of these new associations is required [5]. It is said that for older adults, 

recalling associative links between different items implies high effort and energy [4], [5].  

In addition, while the world’s population ages, the rates of chronic diseases 

associated with dementia increase [1]. Age represents one of the main risk factors for 

developing dementia, but dementia is not part of the normal aging process [6], [7]. 

According to a 2012 World Health Organization report [1] a new case of dementia is 

reported every 4 seconds and it has been predicted that the number of people living 

with dementia will be over 115 million by 2050 in the world. The overwhelming rates of 

dementia cases not only impact the lives of the people living with it, but also the 

families and communities [1], [6].  
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The most common type of dementia is Alzheimer’s disease (AD), which accounts for 

50-75% of dementia cases. After Alzheimer’s disease is detected, a person can live up to 

20 years, but the long term care that people with dementia need can be devastating for 

families both financially and emotionally [6]. 

Deficits in memory related with normal aging, along with awareness of dementia 

cases, have made not only families, caregivers, and societies, but also governments look 

into the creation of action plans to maintain a healthy brain through the aging process 

and at the same time fight the increasing dementia rates [1], [6].  

Based on the brain’s capacity for neuroplasticity, it has been suggested that an 

improvement in cognitive skills can be accomplished through having a balanced diet, 

keeping stress levels low, maintaining social contact, sleeping well, exercising the body, 

and working out the brain through targeted cognitive exercises [6]. 

It has been demonstrated that the use of targeted training exercise programs can aid 

in reversing or slowing memory loss and can improve the cognitive state of cognitively 

healthy people of different age groups: children [8], young adults [9], middle age adults 

[10] and older adults [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. 

1.21.21.21.2     OOOObjectivesbjectivesbjectivesbjectives    

This study was designed to investigate the effect of frequent and regular brain 

exercises targeting short-term associative memory in older adults between 70 to 90 years 

old. The goal of this research was to run two novel brain exercises (called Word-Image 

and Animal Shape Association) designed to strengthen the associative memory for a 

period of two months and analyze the results statistically. 

The specific objectives were: 
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• Recruit human participants between the age range of 70 to 90 years old and 

randomly assign them into two groups: 

a) Exercising (Intervention)Group : To collect psychophysical data using the 

brain exercises;  

b) Non-Exercising (Control) Group: To compare with the Exercising Group. 

• Examine if participation in repeated associative memory exercises led to an 

improvement in the mental state of the Exercising participants compared to 

the Non-Exercising Group participants using two standard neurocognitive 

assessments. 

1.31.31.31.3     HypotheseHypotheseHypotheseHypothesessss    

The main hypothesis of this project was that the repeated and regular exercises of 

associative memory would improve the exercising participants’ memory in comparison to 

that of the age-matched Control Group, who did not exercise. The additional 

hypotheses were: 

1. The Exercising Group would improve their scores (on average) in the Word-

Image association exercise (in both modes: forward and backward) over the 

exercising period. 

2. The exercising participants would spend less time and would make fewer 

mistakes (on average) when matching animals and geometrical shapes in the 

Animal-Shape association exercise, through the eight-week exercise period. 

3. The positive effects of an eight-week regime of brain exercises still be present a 

month after the exercise period ends. 

4. The Exercising Group would present better memory state (quantitatively and 

qualitatively) after the exercising period compared to that of the Control Group.  
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5. The exercising participants’ short-term memory would present better results after 

the exercising period compared to that of the Control Group.  

6.  The brain exercises are also effective for the two special cases suspected of 

suffering from Alzheimer’s disease. 

1.41.41.41.4     Organization of the ThesisOrganization of the ThesisOrganization of the ThesisOrganization of the Thesis    

This document is divided into five chapters. In this introductory chapter, the 

motivation, objectives and hypotheses of this thesis have been described. Chapter Two 

provides a literature review on the topic of memory and health interventions for 

memory strengthening. Chapter Three explains the methodology employed in this study 

(description of the brain exercises, neurocognitive assessments, experimental data 

acquisition, and data analysis). The results of the exercises and cognitive assessments 

and discussion of those results are presented in Chapter Four. Finally, conclusions and 

recommendations for future work can be found in Chapter Five. Also an Appendix was 

added to show the special cases results. 
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     CHAPTER 2
    

LITERATURE LITERATURE LITERATURE LITERATURE REVIEWREVIEWREVIEWREVIEW    AND BACKGROUNDAND BACKGROUNDAND BACKGROUNDAND BACKGROUND    

    

2.12.12.12.1     Purpose of studying Purpose of studying Purpose of studying Purpose of studying memorymemorymemorymemory    

Over the centuries, thousands of scientists have contributed to answering one of the 

greatest scientific questions formulated in the history of humanity: how does the human 

brain work? The complete and correct answer for this question is not known yet, but 

the advancements that neuroscience has made through history have benefited the 

understanding and treatment of different diseases [16]. 

Since the brain commands almost every aspect of the body such as breathing, heart 

rate, appetite, mind thinking, emotions, feelings, perceiving, acting, learning, 

remembering, etc., it is of great importance to study it and understand it. Memory and 

Learning have been identified as two characteristics that shape our life. We learn from 

experiences—every time we are in a new situation our nervous system and our behavior 

(the way we think, perceive, act, and plan) are modified, and new information is 

acquired. That new information is called learning and it is stored in our brain through 

memory [17]. Therefore, it could be said that “we are who we are as a result of what we 

remember” [18] and what we learn [17].  

Memory and Learning are essential mental processes and they are two of the most 

extensively studied brain capabilities [17]. However, many researchers have declared 

that understanding of the physiology of memory continues to be a challenge to 

neuroscience [18], [19]. 
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2.22.22.22.2     BraiBraiBraiBrain Regions and Mn Regions and Mn Regions and Mn Regions and Memoryemoryemoryemory    

Through different studies the Hippocampus (Fig 2.1) has been identified as being 

responsible for converting short-term memories into long-term memories [17], [20]; but it 

is not the only brain region implicated in the memory process. Memory is a complex 

phenomenon that, it has been suggested, appears even when one is in their mother’s 

womb (Appendix B), developing progressively with the maturation of different brain 

regions [21]. 

2.2.12.2.12.2.12.2.1 Postnatal memoryPostnatal memoryPostnatal memoryPostnatal memory    

2.2.1.12.2.1.12.2.1.12.2.1.1     HippocampHippocampHippocampHippocampal Fal Fal Fal Formationormationormationormation    

The hippocampal Formation (Fig. 2.1) is located in the medial temporal lobe and 

comprises regions such as the hippocampus, the dentate gyrus, entorhinal cortex and the 

subicular complex [22]. One of the functions of the Hippocampal Formation is to serve 

as a linking device for memories that were modified (consolidated) in the hippocampus. 

Therefore, we can remember, for example: when an event happened; who there was; 

what happened in that event, etc. [17], [23]. It is believed that declarative memories and 

associative memories (memories that can be consciously recalled, e.g. knowledge, events) 

are created in the hippocampal formation [17]. 
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Fig. 2.1 Hippocampal Formation.  
Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc., New York, New York [17]. 

2.2.1.22.2.1.22.2.1.22.2.1.2     HippocampusHippocampusHippocampusHippocampus    

Located in the temporal lobe and being part of the hippocampal formation, the 

mature hippocampus (Fig. 2.2) plays an important role in the conversion of short term 

memories into long term memories (memory consolidation) [17].   As the extensively 

studied and well known case of patient H.M. has shown, damage in the hippocampus 

resulted in an inability to consolidate memories [24]. Researchers’ conclusion in [24] was 

based on the fact that after H.M, went through a bilateral lobectomy (removal of a lobe 

in both hemispheres of the brain) of the temporal lobe to alleviate his seizures, he ended 

up with a case of pure amnesia, which impaired his ability to form and consolidate any 

new memories.  

A recent case study [25] reported the case of a 33-year-old female, who had a non-

dominant temporal lobectomy (removal of the brain’s lobe just in the non-dominant 

hemisphere) to lessen her seizures, and after some time subsequent to the surgery, she 

presented memory declination. Physicians were optimistic at first because right after the 

patient’s lobectomy, her seizures were reduced dramatically while her behaviour and 

cognition did not change; however, between three to four months afterwards, she 

presented severe amnesia followed by constant seizures. Also, her cognitive state 
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worsened as was shown by neurocognitive tests applied to her after the surgery, 

including the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) and Montreal Cognitive 

Assessment (MoCA), in which her scores classified her as having memory impairments.  

The hippocampus also acts as an integrator of different stimuli sensed by different 

areas of the brain. It has been identified through human studies and animal studies as 

being involved in the organization of different types of memory such as working 

memory, spatial memory, procedural memory, declarative memory (including episodic 

memory) and associative memory (all these types of memory are detailed in section 2.3 

of this chapter) [17], [20], [23], [26], [27]. 

Regarding associative memory, extensive research has suggested that the 

hippocampus is involved in the creation of memory associations [23], [28], [29]. For 

instance, in a study [28] investigators hypothesized that a greater amount of 

hippocampal activation could be anticipated when a task is more complex; they 

reasoned it because in order to correctly remember the task it would involve the 

creation and memorization of more associations. To test that hypothesis, 12 men 

participated in four different tasks, in which paired words were given to be learned. In 

the first task, two unrelated words were paired, and the participants were required to 

decide if the words’ meanings were similar or not. In the second task the participants 

studied a list of words and their meanings for as long as they needed to, and then two 

words from that list were paired and similar instructions to the first experiment were 

given. In the third task a new paired word list was presented, and the instructions given 

were to decide if those paired words were pleasant or unpleasant. Finally, in the last 

task participants had to count, and add the vowels in each word; then, they were asked 

to classify the words as having less than six vowels or having six or more vowels. After 

each task, the participants were requested to retrieve the paired words, while a positron 

emission tomography (PET) scanner was employed to take images of their temporal 
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lobe. The results of this study [28] showed more activation of hippocampal region after 

the participants remembered previously studied word pairings (task 2) as compared to 

detecting new words (task 1) or processing words (tasks 3 and 4).  This led the 

researchers to suggest that one important function of the hippocampus is the creation of 

semantic associations [28]. 

 

Fig. 2.2 Hippocampus.  
Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc., New York, New York [17]. 

 

2.2.1.32.2.1.32.2.1.32.2.1.3     Prefrontal CortexPrefrontal CortexPrefrontal CortexPrefrontal Cortex    

The brain’s prefrontal cortex (Fig.2.3) has been associated with the retrieval of short 

and long term memories [30]. Different neuroimaging studies have described the right 

zone of the prefrontal cortex as being involved with episodic memory, while the left 

interior zone of the prefrontal cortex has been associated with verbal working memory 

(or semantic memory) [30]. 

Moreover in a recent study [31], the relation and interaction between the prefrontal 

cortex and the hippocampus in the creation, assimilation, consolidation and retrieval of 

new and old memories was described. The authors suggested that the formation, 

consolidation and retrieval of particular memories are tasks of the hippocampus, while 

the prefrontal cortex would be collecting related memories that would have similar 

characteristics, depending on context, for later retrieval [31].  
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According to this theory, for example, if we attend a birthday party, the 

hippocampus (among other brain regions) would be responsible for creating and 

consolidating memories related to a birthday party, such as memories of a cake or 

memories of gifts. Then, if we attend another birthday party the memory retrieval will 

be accomplished by the prefrontal cortex, which would select memories relevant to that 

context (the party), and therefore, we would be able to retrieve memories of gifts, cake, 

etc. 

 

Fig. 2.3 Prefrontal Cortex  
Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc., New York, New York [17]. 

 

2.2.1.42.2.1.42.2.1.42.2.1.4     Other Brain RegionsOther Brain RegionsOther Brain RegionsOther Brain Regions    

In this thesis, three brain regions have been mainly described as being involved with 

the process of memory. However, research has also shown that memory is a complex 

system (rather than an individual structure) divided in subsystems, which are supported 

by distinct but moderately overlapping neural networks [28]. Therefore, more brain 

regions involved directly or indirectly (e.g. in Appendix B) with memory can be 
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expected to be found elsewhere. Indeed the recent consensus of neuroscience research is 

that memory is distributed everywhere in the brain [18]. 

2.32.32.32.3 TypesTypesTypesTypes    of memoryof memoryof memoryof memory    

Since memory is a complex process that involves different neural networks and brain 

regions, there are different types of memory that can be described; also, depending on 

the criteria employed, memory may be classified in different ways [21], [32]. In this 

section, we will describe some of the most common types of memory. 

If temporal classification criteria are selected, memory is categorized as short-term 

intermediate-term, long-term, and working memory [33], [34].  

Short-term memory is defined as the memory that is triggered by a stimulus, and is 

kept and retrieved for a short period of time (less than a minute according to some 

authors [17] or according to others [34] lasting a few minutes). For example if someone 

is sharing a telephone number, one would remember it for some seconds before it is 

forgotten, or one would need to use and repeat it so that it would become part of either 

our intermediate memory or our long term memory.  

Intermediate-term memory is defined as the memory that could last from some 

minutes to a few hours [35]. For example, when one tries to cram as much information 

as possible several hours before a final exam, some of that information could be stored 

in the intermediate memory, but if that information is studied again, it could become 

part of the long-term memory. 

Long-term memory is defined as the consolidation of short-term or intermediate 

memories into memories that will become part of the entire amount of knowledge that 

we accumulate and retain throughout our life time (long-term memory could last hours, 

days or years) [32], [35]. The consolidation of memories requires different actions and 

biological processes [36]. Transcription is one biological characteristic that depends on 
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protein synthesis and which is a fundamental requisite for the formation of long-term 

memories [36]. Also, three important actions occur when long-term memories are 

formed:  

a) Encoding: when encoding occurs our brain is associating a specific context 

(emotional, environmental, and cognitive) to the information that would be 

stored [32]. For example, we may encode the word “cat” as “feline”, “domestic 

animal”, and “meowing sound”; then, when we have to recall the word “cat”, 

some of that encoded information might help us to be able to retrieve it. 

b) Storage: the active mechanism of transforming short term memories into long 

term memories (consolidation) to make them part of our knowledge [32]. 

c) Retrieval: when some information needs to be remembered, we can retrieve it 

either by reconstructing the context assigned to it (recall) or by deciding if we 

have come across that information before or not (recognition) [32].  

Working memory is similar to short-term memory, and its definition is still a source 

of confusion. That confusion is based on different meanings that different researchers 

have used in the literature [33]. According to [33] when talking about working memory 

we are talking about retaining some information for few seconds and relying on it to 

plan or to execute some action or behaviour. For example, if we are following a cooking 

recipe, we rely on our working memory to avoid adding an ingredient twice. 

Another way to classify types of memory is group them as declarative and 

non-declarative memories [17]. 

Declarative memory is the memory related to past events of one’s life (episodic 

memory) or the memory related to meanings of words, countries’ capitals, facts about 

those countries, laws of physics, and other kinds of general knowledge (semantic 

memory)[17], [32]. 
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Non-declarative memory is also known as the non-conscious or implicit memory. 

Non-declarative memory is also classified in procedural memory and priming [37]. On a 

daily basis we perform different learned activities in which we use non-declarative 

memory; these activities could range from breathing, walking, to driving. This type of 

non-declarative memory is called procedural memory [17], [37]. Regarding priming, it is 

said that the greater the amount of exposure that we have to a certain stimulus, the 

more easily we can remember it [37].  

Another type of memory is the one related to the spatial orientation. Every time one 

goes to a different place, spatial information about the place and its landmarks are 

recorded, and then consolidated [26]. This type of memory is known as spatial memory. 

2.3.12.3.12.3.12.3.1 AssociativeAssociativeAssociativeAssociative    memorymemorymemorymemory    

When we meet a person for the first time, we store some of his/her physical 

characteristics in order to recognize him/her on another occasion. Associative memory 

could be defined as the process of linking unrelated items (without previous relationship 

or familiarity) for later retrieval [5].  

The understanding of what exactly associative memory is, started many years ago 

[38], [39] but research to fully understand how it works, still continues. For instance, 

associative memory was first differentiated from recognition memory in a study 

published in 1974 by D. Gaffan [39]. In that study a group of 6 monkeys with 

transection of their fornix (lesion in which anterior parts of the brain were partially 

disconnected from the hippocampus producing amnesia) were given 4 different tasks.  

Three of the tasks (tasks 1, 2 and 4) tested the recognition memory and the other tested 

associative memory.  

In task 1 the researcher presented a tray with one “junk object” (household utensils, 

toys, etc.) to the monkey, and under the object a sugar whiff was hidden as a reward. 
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Once the monkey removed the reward from the object a dark screen was placed between 

the monkey and the tray. In the next phase of the experiment (“choice phase”) the 

rewarded object was presented along with a new object. Monkeys had to choose the 

object with the reward. Each day the examiner presented 60 different objects (30 paired 

objects) and that constituted a trial.  

In task 2 the same protocol as task 1 was followed, but the “choice phase” was 

delayed some seconds. Gaffan thought that the reason why monkeys recognized the 

rewarded objects was that the monkeys learned the familiar objects had a reward 

available for them to eat.  

Task 3 tested the associative memory, in which 10 objects were presented one after 

another to the monkeys, and 5 of these objects had a reward under them (“acquisition 

phase”). After the acquisition phase ended, the monkeys’ retention was tested. To do 

this, the same 10 objects were presented again with rewards under the same previously 

rewarded objects, but this time the reward was covered by a disk. Then the monkeys 

indicated which objects were rewarded (object-reward association) by reaching for the 

familiar previously rewarded object.  

Finally, in task 4 the same procedure for acquisition as in task 3 was followed, but 

then each of the rewarded objects was presented beside a new unrewarded object. In 

this task the monkeys had to recognize the rewarded objects.   

Results from this study showed that amnestic monkeys (with fornix transection) 

showed impairments in their recognition memory, but in their associative memory 

remained intact. Therefore Gaffan concluded that amnesia had implications in 

recognition memory, but not in associative memory.  

Scientists believed for years after this study [39] and other similar studies that 

associative memory was based only on conditional reflexes, or that animals learned 
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associations between different items as habits [38]. However, some years later and 

contrary of what was then believed, new studies (including one by Gaffan) suggested 

that after all animals with lesions in the fornix, did experience impairment of short-term 

associative memory [38].   

After the above mentioned findings, research in animal learning theory has improved 

the understanding of how associative memory works [38]. Nowadays, it is believed that 

the process (a simplified version), in which associations are created could go as the 

following: 

First, stimuli would be perceived by different sensory organs (eyes, ears, nose, 

tongue, and skin). Then all of the sensed information (the what, when and where) would 

be concentrated into specialized areas of the cerebral cortex. Secondly all the processed 

information would be sent to the medial temporal lobe (perirhinal cortex, lateral and 

medial entorhinal cortex, and parahippocampal cortex) [23]. 

All the information at the cortical areas of the medial temporal lobe would be 

gathered in the hippocampus, which would help to transform it from short-term 

information into long-term information. Third, the processed information in the 

hippocampus would be sent as a feedback to the cortical areas of the medial temporal 

lobe, allowing us to retrieve this information later. At the same time that feedback is 

sent, the anterior hippocampus would send information to the prefrontal cortex [23]. 

The prefrontal cortex would collect information about the context of related 

memories. Then feedback information from the prefrontal cortex would be sent back to 

the perirhinal and lateral entorhinal cortex. It has been considered that these 

interactions between the hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex could be responsible for 

creating the contextual representations of associative memories [17], [23]. 
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2.3.22.3.22.3.22.3.2 DDDDeficit of associative memory in older adultseficit of associative memory in older adultseficit of associative memory in older adultseficit of associative memory in older adults    

As longevity advances, different cognitive abilities decrement [40], [41]. Literature 

has shown that associative memory is one aspect of cognitive ability that is especially 

vulnerable to exhibit decrement in older adults [4], [42], [43].  

In [43] the old adult associative deficit hypothesis, which first was expressed in [4], 

was tested to explore whether the elderly have difficulties in making associations 

between paired names and human faces. In [43] two other ideas were tested too: 1) if 

young adults also presented the same associative memory problems as older adults and 

2) if multitasking would be a factor for showing a poor associative recalling. 

For testing their three hypotheses, 78 (26 older adults) participants were enrolled 

in three different groups (the old age group (full attention), one young age group (full 

attention) and another young age group (multitasking group or detached attention), and 

presented with sets of paired human faces and names over three different experiments 

[43]. For all the experiments, all participants first saw 40 faces associated with 40 names 

on a computer screen (learning phase). The multitasking group was required to perform 

another task during the learning phase. Then, on the first testing phase, all three groups 

of participants were exposed to 16 new paired names (some names appeared in the 

learning phase and were paired with distractor names), and they had to identify (recall) 

which of the names appeared during the learning phase.  The second test was similar to 

the first one, but instead of names human faces were shown. In the third exercise, two 

faces and then a name were shown, and the participants had to select which face 

appeared with that name in the learning phase. Results showed that in all exercises the 

young group (even the multitasking group) performed significantly better than the old 

group. The old adults did better in face recognition (second exercise) and in the 

association exercise (name-face); their performance was poorer than that in the other 

two exercises (face recognition and name recognition). With those results researchers 
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concluded that, as we age, associative memory skills decline, not just in the verbal 

component (paired words), but also in the visual component (faces-names). 

2.42.42.42.4 NeuropNeuropNeuropNeuroplasticity of the brain lasticity of the brain lasticity of the brain lasticity of the brain     

For decades, neuroscientists believed that brain development and neuroplasticity 

took place only during the first years of life. At that time, they suggested that after 

childhood the human brain was a fixed, hardwired, inflexible processing machine [10]. 

However, modern neuroscience research has shown that, on the contrary, the human 

brain is dramatically plastic rather than static. Many researchers are now convinced 

that the brain constantly adjusts and reorganizes during a lifetime. Neuroplasticity is 

the brain’s capacity to readapt, learns new information, redeem itself, rewire, renew and 

not only change its structure but also generate new neuron pathways throughout life [2]. 

Neuroplasticity has been a revolutionary and hopeful concept for neuroscience, 

although the mechanisms of neuroplasticity are still not fully understood [44]. 

2.4.12.4.12.4.12.4.1 Classification of NeuroplasticityClassification of NeuroplasticityClassification of NeuroplasticityClassification of Neuroplasticity    

Scientific literature has proposed different classifications for neuroplasticity. For 

example, considering that neuroplasticity refers to the brain’s adaptation to changes 

(excited by experiences), scientists at [45] proposed the following classification: 

a) Neural Plasticity includes neurogenesis, synaptogenesis and Cortical 

Reorganization. 

a.1) Neurogenesis 

Neurogenesis is the generation of new neurons. During pregnancy the baby’s 

brain is developing, and new neurons and neural connections are being 

created from progenitor cells and neural stem cells [46]. For years it was 

thought that neurogenesis only happened during the gestational process, but 
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in 1962, for the first time, Dr. Joseph Altman’s report described the adult 

neurogenesis in mammals [47]. Nowadays it is accepted that adult 

neurogenesis takes place in all mammals, and it is believed that this 

happens in several areas: at the sub ventricular zone, the hippocampus 

(specifically in the dendate gyrus), and the olfactory lobe. It has been said 

that even the aging brain can adapt with the help of neurogenesis. [45], [48]. 

a.2) Synaptogenesis 

When we are exposed to a novel stimulus, connections between our neurons 

are formed. These connections or communications between neurons are 

known as synapses. It is believed that by the fifth gestational week, 

synaptogenesis starts in the spinal cord, moving then to the cerebral cortex 

by week seven. It has also been reported that in the first year after birth 

synaptogenesis has its peak, creating 1.8 million of synapses per second [21]. 

Furthermore, a healthy aging brain could adapt to change thorough the 

cellular mechanisms of defense (e.g. promotion of neurogenesis and the 

ability of synapses to adjust to different environments), thus synaptogenesis 

could be encouraged also during adulthood [45]. 

a.3) Cortical Reorganization 

It is known that after an injury, reorganization of cortical routes is 

performed with the purpose of function recovery. Research suggests that the 

plasticity of the brain cortex could be boosted even at old age by cognitive 

training alone or in combination with appropriate medicines and brain 

stimulation such as the technique of Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (a 

non-invasive, non-pharmacological method to stimulate brain regions that 

has been shown to lessen symptoms of different neurological disorders such 

as schizophrenia, depression and Parkinson’s disease) [48], [49]. 
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b) Cognitive Plasticity  

In addition to neuroplasticity, the human brain could be changed through 

learning. When we are exposed to a new cognitive task and we practice it 

regularly, it is believed that our brain experiences a morphological change 

improving the cognitive skill that we were exercising. The ability to increase our 

performance in a particular cognitive skill through practice is known as cognitive 

plasticity and it has been said that cognitive plasticity can be stimulated even in 

late adulthood [41], [45]. 

2.52.52.52.5     Health interventions for reversing memory lossHealth interventions for reversing memory lossHealth interventions for reversing memory lossHealth interventions for reversing memory loss    

It has been of great interest for scientists to find a way to intervene on time to help 

lessen the memory loss that is commonly associated with healthy aging and to prevent 

development of neurodegenerative disorders [40], [50].  

Based on research around the brain’s neural plasticity, aerobic exercise and cognitive 

training have been two interventions described as aids to boost cognitive skills such as 

memory [40], [45], [50], [51]. 

2.5.12.5.12.5.12.5.1 Physical Physical Physical Physical EEEExercise xercise xercise xercise     

It has been well established that physical exercise provides many health benefits. 

One of these benefits is that through physical exercise chemicals affecting neuronal 

health are released [50]. For instance it has been said that through physical exercise an 

increment in the release of a chemical called brain-derived neurotropic factor has been 

observed. This chemical sends signals to the neurons to grow and connect with other 

neurons encouraging the neuroplasticity [52].  

Also, it has been suggested that through exercise areas in the brain, which are 

responsible for memory, show increment in volume after a regular exercise program. [50], 

[53]. For example, the study reported in [53] showed that a group of 60 cognitively 
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healthy older adults enrolled in an aerobic exercise training program (three times a week 

for a year) had a higher increment in size of their anterior hippocampus compared with 

a group of 60 control adults that were doing only stretching movements three times a 

week over a year. Researchers in [53] suggested that such a volume increment in the 

hippocampal region could mean a significant improvement in spatial memory. 

2.5.22.5.22.5.22.5.2 CognCognCognCogniiiitive training tive training tive training tive training     

2.5.2.12.5.2.12.5.2.12.5.2.1     Different Studies targeting enhancement of cognitionDifferent Studies targeting enhancement of cognitionDifferent Studies targeting enhancement of cognitionDifferent Studies targeting enhancement of cognition    

With the revolutionary discovery of neuroplasticity and the awareness that to 

prevent or delay the onset of a neurological disorder brain and body fitness are some of 

the best options that we have, the market for computerized cognitive training software 

has experienced a boom in the last years [40], [51]. 

In a study detailed in [51], 38 investigations reporting cognitive training in older 

adults, published between 1984 to 2011, were screened and reviewed to explore the 

benefit cognitive exercises brought to participants’ memory skills. In that report the 38 

investigations were divided according to the type of approach that they used, with three 

groups: Classic cognitive training; neuropsychological software; and video games. They 

also reported that through all the studies reviewed the memory skills that were analyzed 

were: recall, recognition, episodic, verbal, visual and working memory. In their 

discussion the researchers declared that based on the evidence reviewed for their report, 

they found that all the three different approaches showed encouraging results; that 

suggests cognitive training is beneficial for improving cognitive abilities in the older 

population.  

In their discussion [51] researchers stated that: The classic cognitive training 

approach has shown improvements in the following cognitive skills: reaction time, 

processing speed, executive function, attention, working memory, and spatial processing. 

While the neuropsychological software studies have shown an improvement in: spatial 
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processing and memory. Finally, results for of the video games for training suggest they 

were the most effective approach to improve reaction time and global cognition in older 

adults [51]. 

Similarly to [51] another systematic review screened 51 different published peer 

reviewed articles (distributed since the establishment of databases such as PsycINFO, 

Medline and Embase  up to July 2014) to investigate whether the evidence provided by 

those studies would support a mental state improvement of older adults due to 

computerized cognitive training [40]. They found, in general, the cognitive skills of the 

healthy older adults, who participated in the reviewed studies, showed a small 

improvement after the cognitive exercise period, but in most of the studies the small 

sample size was a limitation. Thus, they suggested the sample size had to be increased 

considerably for future research [40]. 

2.5.2.22.5.2.22.5.2.22.5.2.2     Computerized cognitive exercises in the marketComputerized cognitive exercises in the marketComputerized cognitive exercises in the marketComputerized cognitive exercises in the market    

To age with a healthy brain has recently become an important topic of interest; 

thus, different companies have developed and sell cognitive training exercises. For 

instance two of the most popular ones are:  

• Brain HQ from Posit Sciences  

Developed by Dr. Merzenich, Brain HQ from Posit Sciences [54] offers a variety of 

brain exercises focusing on enhancing the attention, brain processing’s speed, memory 

(in general), intelligence and spatial orientation of whoever plays them regularly. As 

they describe in their website, more than 70 published research reports have used at 

least one of these exercises in their studies. Some of those studies using Brain HQ have 

reported:  

- Memory, reasoning or processing speed could be protected up to 5 years after cognitive 

training [14], [55]; these were investigated among 2802 older adults (65+ years old), who 
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were randomly assigned into four groups (three training groups and one control group). 

Each training group exercised three different cognitive skills: reasoning (problem 

solving), speed of processing training (how quickly participants could identify and locate 

visual information) and verbal episodic memory in 10 sessions of 60 to 75 minutes of 

duration (administered on 2 to three session weekly), where during the sessions 1 to 5 

participants learned strategies to perform better in the exercises, and then practiced the 

exercises in sessions 6 to 10. Eleven months of after the end of the training, participants 

who completed 8 sessions were randomly selected for another 3 week training sessions 

with the purpose of maintaining the benefits gained from the first training period. There 

were tested 5 times. The first assessment was conducted no later than 10 days after 

ending the primary training sessions, the other assessments were applied at 1, 2, 3 and 5 

years post primary training. Among the different outcomes measures investigated one 

was a health quality of life survey. Results suggested that the cognitive exercises 

focusing on processing speed showed significantly more protection against declines 

associated with age after 2 and 5 years of ending the exercise regime.  

-  Cognitively impaired participants showed an increase in their hippocampal function 

and improvement in their memory after a 8 weeks of training program. As reported in 

[56] 11 MCI participants were randomly assigned to two groups (the experimental and 

the control). Both groups worked on computer based tasks for two months. The 

Experimental group’s participants exercised their mind for 1 hour and 40 minutes 5 days 

a week employing 7 auditory Posit exercises, while the control group completed 90 

minutes daily (5 days per week per two months) with different weekly tasks such as 

reading online, listening to audio books or using a visuospatial computer game. Memory 

of both groups was tested employing the RBANS (Repeatable Battery for the 

Assessment of Neuropsychological Status) [57] immediate auditory memory assessments 

before and after training. Also fMRI was employed before and 2 and a half weeks after 

ending the training to measure if there was any change in the left hippocampal 
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activation. Participants received auditory stimuli in each fMRI session. Data from the 

neuropsychological and fMRI was analyzed statistically and results showed that indeed 

the experimental group performed significantly better than the control group. Also left 

hippocampal activation increased significantly in the experimental group compared with 

the control group.  

• Lumosity [58] Lumosity is another popular brain exercises software offering a set of 

exercises focusing on enhancing attention, speed reaction, mental flexibility, problem 

solving, and memory (including associative memory). 

 

Several studies have investigated the effect of some of the Lumosity’s exercises. For 

example in a study reported in [59] cognitive skills improvement of older adults was 

investigated 27 cognitively healthy older adults (between 55 to 77 years old) assigned 

into two groups of experimental and control. The experimental group’s participants were 

trained for 20 sessions of one hour (during 10 to 12 weeks) using Lumosity exercises 

focused on improving problem solving skills, mental calculation, attention and memory 

(working memory). Before and after the training period, participants’ level of distraction 

and attention was assessed using a computer program, in which the participants saw a 

number between1 to 8 and they had to classify it as odd or even using two computer 

keys. Their results showed significantly more alertness and less distraction through in 

the experimental group compared to those in the control group. 

2.5.2.32.5.2.32.5.2.32.5.2.3     SkepticismSkepticismSkepticismSkepticism    about about about about effectiveness of effectiveness of effectiveness of effectiveness of commercial cognitive exercisescommercial cognitive exercisescommercial cognitive exercisescommercial cognitive exercises        

Although different studies employing computerized cognitive exercises (such as the 

ones mentioned in the above section 2.5.2.2) have shown encouraging results, a recent 

consensus letter published in October 2014 [60] described some scientists’ doubts 
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regarding the efficacy of commercial cognitive exercises  as a way to reverse or reduce 

cognitive deterioration. Some of their reasons to be pessimistic about that idea were: 

• Scientific claims made by companies that produce commercial cognitive 

exercises are sometimes based on single studies with small sample sizes. 

Moreover, they usually exaggerate the benefits of their products offering 

them as solutions for reversing cognitive skill decrement with lasting positive 

effects in brain and mind.  

• Marketing for commercial cognitive exercises creates the impression that the 

products are a complete solution to ensure healthy aging, while there is not 

enough evidence to make such a strong statement.  

• More research is needed to claim and validate the idea that playing 

computerized cognitive games which focus only in one cognitive skill would 

translate into an improvement of all basic cognitive abilities. 

• To date, there is not enough reliable evidence to confidently claim that 

cognitive exercises prevent the onset or reverse the progression of 

neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease. 

• Improvements in cognitive abilities shown by the cognitive exercises 

companies may have limited or no relevance in cognitive functioning required 

in the day to day activities. 

In spite of the above mentioned skepticism, the authors acknowledged that while one 

is playing cognitive exercises, the number of synapses associated with the exercised skill 

could increment or that there may be a strengthening between those synapses [60].  
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Finally, they made clear that to have a complete cognitive improvement or to 

promote brain health one must not only exercise the brain, but exercise the body, 

maintain a healthy and socially connected lifestyle through all our lives [60]. 

2.5.2.42.5.2.42.5.2.42.5.2.4     Our ApproachOur ApproachOur ApproachOur Approach    

Taking into account the concept of neuroplasticity even in old age [46], [52] the fact 

that more research is needed to validate the positive effect of cognitive training [60], and 

the suggestion that focusing only on one cognitive skill could promote neurogenesis of 

synapses associated with that skill [60] and that this could lead to improvements in 

other cognitive abilities [61] we decided to use two novel cognitive exercises (created by 

our team) targeting short-term associative memory. A detailed explanation of the 

exercises employed in this study as well as the design of our study is presented in 

Chapter 3. 

Rationale for focusing in shortRationale for focusing in shortRationale for focusing in shortRationale for focusing in short----term associative memoryterm associative memoryterm associative memoryterm associative memory    

Associative memory is a type of memory that deteriorates by natural aging [4], [42], 

[43], and much more significantly by Alzheimer’s [62].  Our team developed exercises 

that target this type of memory, and also involve different parts of brain in both the left 

and right hemispheres of the brain.   

We decided to focus on associative memory because the literature has suggested that 

associative memory is more vulnerable to decrease with age [4],[42],[43]. Also it has been 

said that, in general, the human brain must exert significant effort when recalling 

associative links between different items, and that the brains of the elderly in particular 

will require more effort compared with the brains of young people when making 

associations [2].  
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Moreover it has been suggested (using animal models) that the creation of 

associative links between different items without a previous relationship is followed with 

the creation of new synapses, even in old age [6].  

Rationale for Rationale for Rationale for Rationale for usingusingusingusing    new computerized cognitive exercisesnew computerized cognitive exercisesnew computerized cognitive exercisesnew computerized cognitive exercises    

One of our reasons for employing new computer-based cognitive exercises is that, 

to our knowledge, there is a lack of computer-based cognitive exercises that focus only 

on associative memory. It is true that different companies (such as the ones mentioned 

in section 2.5.2.2) offer a variety of brain exercises targeting different cognitive skills, 

but they either exercise memory in general; also their exercises are largely cultural and 

language dependent; thus, limiting the applications. 

 For example, Lumosity offers a brain exercise called “Familiar-Faces” which 

targets associative memory. In that exercise, participants have to remember the faces of 

some individuals, their names, the spelling of those names and their food preferences 

while these individuals are ordering food in a restaurant [58]. The disadvantage could be 

for a person from another culture, because an individual’s name and its spelling could be 

very strange for him or her and as a result he or she could forget how to properly write 

that name and for that reason lose some points in the game. 

We aimed to strengthen associative memory by employing general daily objects 

that are independent of the cultures. For instance, in Word-Image association the words 

and objects employed are common articles (such as tomato, dog, car, etc.). In the case 

of Animal-Shape association also we employed familiar animals (fish, cow, chicken, etc.) 

and common geometrical shapes (square, triangle, pentagon, etc.). 

Finally, another reason to employ new cognitive brain exercises is that our 

exercises do not rely on peripheral vision, as it has been suggested that it decreases with 
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age [63].  In both of our brain exercises, the participants have to concentrate on only 

one side of the screen at a time. 
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     CHAPTER 3

                    METHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGY            

In this chapter the memory exercises employed in this study are described in detail 

as well as the research design, the characteristics of the study participants, the study 

protocol, the outcome measures and the statistical data analysis.  

3.13.13.13.1     Memory ExercisesMemory ExercisesMemory ExercisesMemory Exercises1111    

Two computer-based memory exercises were developed by our team to strengthen 

the associative memory, involving both hemispheres of the brain. They are called 

“Word-Image Association”, and “Animal-Shape Association”.  

3.1.13.1.13.1.13.1.1 WordWordWordWord----    Image AssociationImage AssociationImage AssociationImage Association    ExerciseExerciseExerciseExercise        

In this exercise, a group of successive random words (appearing one second after the 

other) is shown to a participant on a computer screen. Then, on the next screen, a 

matrix of images appears, including the images associated with the earlier words. For 

example, if three words are shown, a matrix of nine different images including three 

images associated with those three words appears next. The participant is then asked to 

select the images (from the matrix) which match the words that were seen on the 

previous screen.  The images have to be selected either in the same order as the words 

appear (forward mode) or in the reverse order (backward mode). There are ten trials in 

total and the difficulty level (the number of words/images) increments by adding one 

more word once the participant correctly associates the words and pictures in two 

successive trials. The exercise starts with three words (and a matrix of nine images) and 

                                                           
 

1
 Memory exercises descriptions are based on [11], [64]. 
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its difficulty in either mode (forward or backward) can increase up to seven words (and 

a matrix of 49 images).  

 Figure 3.1 shows an example of one trial of the Word-Image Association exercise at 

the initial difficulty level with three words.  After ten trials, a score is registered and 

automatically recorded. The score is generated in the following way: two points are 

given every time the participant selects the correct picture in the correct order; one 

point is given if the participant selects the correct picture, but not in the correct order;  

minus one point is given if the participant selects the wrong picture (a picture that does 

not match any of the words that he/she previously saw appearing on the screen); and 

zero points are obtained if the participant does not remember the word and decides to 

press a button at the bottom of the screen which reads “Click here if you don’t 

remember the next word”. 

 

Fig. 3.1 Example of one of the Word-Image Association exercise trials: a) three words appearing 
one after another, b) matrix of images 

 

a) b) 
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3.1.23.1.23.1.23.1.2 AnimalAnimalAnimalAnimal----ShapeShapeShapeShape    Association ExerciseAssociation ExerciseAssociation ExerciseAssociation Exercise        

In this exercise the participant is shown a matrix of four grid cells; each cell has five 

objects (animals in this design) each within a geometrical 2D shape, i.e. triangle, square, 

etc.  One of these four cells is different from the other three in terms of association 

between the animal and the geometrical shape. It will be different for one of two 

reasons: 

a. Because in one grid cell one animal is missing and it is replaced with a different 

one. For instance in Fig. 3.2a it can be seen that in three of the grid cells there is 

a horse associated with a circle, but on the top left grid cell the animal associated 

with a circle is a cow; therefore the top left grid cell is the one that is different. 

b. Because the geometrical shape associated for one animal is different in one grid cell 

compared to the other grid cells. For example, as shown in Fig. 3.2b in three of the 

grid cells the fish is associated with the diamond, but on the top left grid cell the 

fish is within a triangle; hence the top left grid cell is the one that is different.  

 

Fig. 3.2 Animal-Shape Association exercise for strengthening associative memory, a) matrix with 
4 different arrangements of animals and shapes, an example when one animal is replaced by 

another one, b) an example of when an animal is within a different geometrical shape. 
 

a) b) 
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The participant is instructed to identify the grid cell that is different from the 

others. This is repeated five times; each time, the reason for one grid cell to be different 

is selected at random from the two options discussed above. During these five trials, the 

participant is expected to learn the association between the animals and the geometrical 

shapes.   At the end of the five trials, the screen shows the five geometrical shapes on 

the top and the images of 12 animals including the 5 animals that appeared during the 

trials (Fig. 3.3).  The participant is then asked to recall which shape was associated 

with which animal. The number of mistakes at the final screen, the number of errors 

during the first 5 trials, and the time spent on completing the exercise are registered 

and stored with a code name for each participant. It should be noted that the 

geometrical shapes and animals for each new session (5 trials plus one last recalling 

screen) are selected randomly. 

 

Fig. 3.3 Animal-Shape Association exercise’s final screens, a) matrix containing different animals 
and different geometrical shapes, b) after recalling and selecting all the correct associations 

between animals and shapes 
 

3.23.23.23.2 Research DesignResearch DesignResearch DesignResearch Design    

An experimental pre-post-test design was used to test our hypotheses. The 

population who participated in this study was divided into two groups: the Exercising 

a) b) 
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(Intervention) and Non-Exercising (Control) Groups. The Exercising Group went 

through an 8 week exercising protocol (described in section 3.4), while the Control 

Group did no exercise during an 8 week period.  

The primary outcome measure was the Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS III) 

assessment [65] and its individual subsections’ scores that were collected at the baseline, 

immediately after the 8 weeks of exercise, as well as 4 weeks after the exercises ended.  

We decided to use the WMS III, because according to [66], surveys applied to 747 

PhD level neuropsychologists registered with APA (American Psychology Association), 

NAN (National Academy of Neuropsychology) or INS (International Neuropsychological 

Society) revealed that WMS III is one of the most trusted and familiar neurocognitive 

assessments in the United States and Canada.  

Another test, the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) test [67] was run at the 

same time as the WMS III, but it was considered as a screening test rather than an 

outcome measure.  

For the Non-Exercising Group, the same WMS III and MoCA assessments were 

applied, but in two sessions 8 weeks apart (pre and post-test).  The tests were 

administered by a research assistant who was blind to the group assignment and its 

hypotheses.  

The secondary outcome measure was the scores of the exercises practiced by the 

Exercising Group participants during the exercising period. Data obtained from both 

outcomes was analyzed statistically.  

For the primary outcome the study’s independent variables were: a) time (within 

subjects factor) and b) group (between subjects factor). The levels for time were:       

pre-test and post-test assessments for both groups of participants. Also, for the 

Exercising Group there was another level: follow up assessment. The levels for group 
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were: Exercising and Non-Exercising Group. The dependent variables were the obtained 

for the subsections and memory indexes of the neurocognitive assessment. 

3.33.33.33.3 ParticipantsParticipantsParticipantsParticipants    

Twenty five older adults living independently participated in the study. Two of them 

were separated and studied as individual cases because they presented signs of 

Alzheimer’s disease (both females, ages: 88 and 89 years old). The results of those two 

special cases are presented in Appendix A. The remaining 23 were randomly assigned 

into two age-matched groups:  

a) Cognitive Exercising (Intervention) Group (n=12; age: 78.6±6.7 yr. ; 10 females)     

b) Non-Exercising (Control) Group (n=11; age: 75.2±4.6 yr.; 9 females).     

The inclusion criteria to be eligible for our study were: 

• Being in the age range of 70 to 90 years old. 

• Living independently and not diagnosed with any sort of dementia or other 

neurocognitive disorder. 

• Having English as their first language or be sufficiently fluent in it. 

• Committing three days each week for 8 consecutive weeks. 

• There was no requirement of computer literacy or previous video game 

experience. 

It is important to note that one of the limitations in this study was difficulty in 

recruiting elderly participants that could commit to the eight weeks of exercise and not 

to miss sessions or assessments over the study period.  Therefore the recruitment of a 

larger sample size for the Exercising or the Control group would be beyond the scope of 

our study.  
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All participants in this study signed a written consent, approved by the Biomedical 

Research Ethics Board of the University of Manitoba, prior to participating in the 

study.   

3.43.43.43.4 Study ProtocolStudy ProtocolStudy ProtocolStudy Protocol    

The Exercising Group participants went through the following protocol of brain 

exercises 3 days/week for 8 consecutive weeks: exercising with the Word-Image 

Association (twice in forward mode), exercising with the Animal-Shape Association 

(twice), exercising with the Word-Image Association (twice in backward mode), and 

exercising with the Animal-Shape Association (twice). This procedure was employed 

every session with a 15 minute break between each set of two exercises; each session 

lasted approximately one hour per participant. This protocol was followed on an 

individual basis (one participant at a time was trained and supervised during the 

session). 

3.4.13.4.13.4.13.4.1 Neurocognitive AssessmentsNeurocognitive AssessmentsNeurocognitive AssessmentsNeurocognitive Assessments    

Participants’ cognitive skills and memory of both groups were assessed using two 

standard neuropsychological assessments: WMS III for 65+ yr. age [65] and MoCA [67] 

test. These two assessments are widely used methods of screening for cognitive states 

and disorders, which provide an estimate of the subjects’ memory and cognitive level; 

they are described in details below.  

The participants of the Non-Exercising Group were assessed only twice, 8 weeks 

apart. On the other hand, the participants of Exercising Group were assessed at the 

baseline, within a day after the 8 week exercise period, and then after 4 weeks of no-

exercising period after the end of 8-weeks program. Table 3.1 shows the assessment 

protocol. We also recorded the participants’ scores in the two exercises in each session 

and compared them over the 8 weeks of the study.  
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Table 3.1 Assessment protocolTable 3.1 Assessment protocolTable 3.1 Assessment protocolTable 3.1 Assessment protocol    

Group 
1st Assessment 

(baseline ) 

2nd Assessment 

(applied after 8 

weeks of exercising 

or waiting period) 

3rd Assessment 

(applied 4 weeks 

afterwards) 

Exercising x x x 

Non-Exercising x x  

 

3.4.1.13.4.1.13.4.1.13.4.1.1     Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoMontreal Cognitive Assessment (MoMontreal Cognitive Assessment (MoMontreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA)CA)CA)CA)    

The MoCA is a brief screening test for cognitive level, which consists of 30 questions 

organized in eight sections: executive functions (connect letters and numbers in a logical 

sequence, copy a cube, draw a clock), naming (identification of animals), memory 

(retrieving words), attention (retrieving numbers in forward and backward order), 

language (retrieving full sentences), and abstraction (delayed retrieve and 

orientation)[67].   

The MoCA score ranges from 0 to 30 points, where scores of 25 points or lower are 

indicative of some cognitive impairment [67]. It was decided to use the MoCA test 

instead of the extensively cognitive screening instrument MMSE (Mini-Mental State 

Examination) because it has been stated that MoCA is more sensitive than MMSE in 

detecting complex cognitive deficits [68]. Also MoCA has been described as a better tool 

to detect cognitive deterioration at initial stages [69]. 

3.4.1.23.4.1.23.4.1.23.4.1.2 Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS III)Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS III)Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS III)Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS III)    

The Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS III) has a total of 11 tests, out of which we used 

the six primary tests, comprised of 12 subtests (subsections): Logical Memory 1, Verbal 

Paired Associates 1, Faces 1, Family Pictures 1, Logical Memory 2, Verbal Paired 
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Associates 2, Faces 2, Family Pictures 2, Verbal Paired Associates 2 Recognition, 

Logical Memory 2 Recognition, Letter-Number Sequencing and Spatial Span; classified 

into 3 major memory indexes: Immediate Memory, General Memory and Working 

Memory [65]. 

Logical Memory 1Logical Memory 1Logical Memory 1Logical Memory 1    (LM1)(LM1)(LM1)(LM1):::: In this test two stories are read to the participants. After the 

first story is read the participant is asked to retell the story with as much detail as he or 

she remembers. All the answers are recorded with an electronic recorder to avoid 

examiner errors when scoring. The first story is read once, and the score ranges from 0 

to 25 points. The second story is read twice (between readings the examinee is asked to 

retell the story). The second story score ranges from 0 to 50. The total score for Logical 

Memory 1 is 75 points. Each point awarded is equivalent to one detail from the story 

remembered (the participants are asked to remember 25 details after each retold story) 

[65]. 

Logical Memory 2Logical Memory 2Logical Memory 2Logical Memory 2    (LM2)(LM2)(LM2)(LM2): : : : About 25 to 35 minutes after reading the stories for the first 

time, the participants are asked to retell both stories (without reading the stories to 

them again). The total score is 50 [65]. 

Logical Memory 2 RecognitionLogical Memory 2 RecognitionLogical Memory 2 RecognitionLogical Memory 2 Recognition    (LM2R)(LM2R)(LM2R)(LM2R): : : : The participants are required to answer 30 

Yes/No questions regarding both stories. For each correct answer a point is awarded 

[65].    

VerbVerbVerbVerbal Paired Associates 1al Paired Associates 1al Paired Associates 1al Paired Associates 1    (VPA1)(VPA1)(VPA1)(VPA1):::: This test requires the participant to create new 

associations. It consists of reading to the participant a list of 8 different unrelated paired 

words (e.g. truck-arrow). Every pair of words is read every 3 seconds. Once all of the 

paired words are verbally presented, then the first word of each pair of words is 

provided and the participant is asked to give the second word. After that the list is read 

again (the paired words are shuffled) and the same process is followed. In total the list 

of paired words is read 4 times, and each time the paired words are shuffled. The score 
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ranges from 0 to 32 points, and each correctly remembered paired word equals one point 

[65]. 

Verbal Paired Associates 2Verbal Paired Associates 2Verbal Paired Associates 2Verbal Paired Associates 2    (VPA2)(VPA2)(VPA2)(VPA2)::::    About 25 to 35 minutes after applying Verbal 

Paired Associates 1, the first word from the each pair of words is given to the examinees 

and they are asked to provide the complementary word. The maximum score is 8 [65].  

Verbal Paired Associates 2 RecognitionVerbal Paired Associates 2 RecognitionVerbal Paired Associates 2 RecognitionVerbal Paired Associates 2 Recognition    (VPA(VPA(VPA(VPA2R)2R)2R)2R): : : : Promptly after applying Verbal Pair 

Associates 2, a list of twenty four pair of words is read. The participant’s task is to 

identify which pair of words he or she recognizes from the previous list and which pair 

of words is new. The total score is 24 (each paired word correctly identified equals a 

point) [65].  

Faces 1Faces 1Faces 1Faces 1    (F1)(F1)(F1)(F1)::::    A group of 24 human faces is exposed to the participant (each one every 2 

seconds) and he or she is asked to remember each of them. Immediately after this, 

another group of 48 human faces is visually presented to the participant (containing the 

previous 24 faces which were asked to be remembered). The participant is asked to say 

“yes” if he or she recalls seeing the face in the first group or “no” if it is a new face. If the 

participants answer correctly they get one point; the maximum number of points is 48 

[65]. 

Faces 2Faces 2Faces 2Faces 2    (F2)(F2)(F2)(F2)::::    Another 48 human faces are shown to the participant (25 to 35 minutes 

after showing the group of faces to be remembered) and he or she has to identify if each 

face appeared in the group of faces that was asked to be remembered or if the face 

showed is a new face. The score also ranges from 0 to 48 points [65]. 

FFFFamily Pictures 1amily Pictures 1amily Pictures 1amily Pictures 1    (FP1)(FP1)(FP1)(FP1): : : : A picture containing seven family members (the grandmother, 

the grandfather, the mother, the father, the daughter, the son and the dog) is showed to 

the participant.  After the family is introduced, four different pictures (a picnic picture, 

a retail store picture, a yard picture and a meal picture) are shown to the participant, 
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one after the other. For each picture the participant is given ten seconds to look at it 

and instructed to try to remember as much as he or she can. Then after the four 

pictures are shown the participant is asked questions such as:   

-For the picnic picture: “who was there?” (Usually only 4 out of the 7 family members 

appear in each picture), “what were they doing?”, and “where were they?” (i.e. in which 

corner of the picture were they?) [65].  

For every family member correctly recalled, the participant gets one point, as well as 

one point for their correctly recalled position, and between 0 to 2 points in the case of 

recalling the activity, depending on what the participant said compared with the full 

credit activity examples given in the WMS III Administration and Scoring Manual [63]. 

The highest score for this test is 64 points [65]. 

Family Pictures 2Family Pictures 2Family Pictures 2Family Pictures 2    (FP2)(FP2)(FP2)(FP2): : : : About 25-35 minutes after applying Family Pictures 1, the 

same questions are asked to the participant, without showing the pictures again [65]. 

LetterLetterLetterLetter----    Number SequencingNumber SequencingNumber SequencingNumber Sequencing    (LNS)(LNS)(LNS)(LNS): : : : This test consists of 21 trials. In each one a series of 

letters and numbers in random order are read to the participant, who is then asked to 

order the series by saying first the numbers (from the lowest to the highest) and then 

the letters (in alphabetical order). For example, if the series is: 1-P-5-A the participant’s 

correct answer will be 1-5-A-P. The first three trials start with one number and one 

letter, and every three trials it increments by an extra item. The last three trials have 

eight items. Each trial equals one point if it is correctly answered [65]. 

Spatial SpanSpatial SpanSpatial SpanSpatial Span    (SS)(SS)(SS)(SS)::::    Using    the WMS III PsychCorp™ Spatial Span Board [65], showed in 

Fig. 3.4, the examiner touches some cubes in a certain, predetermined order (every cube 

is touched approximately 1 second). Then the participant is asked to touch the same 

cubes than the examiner did either in the same order (forward mode) or in reverse order 

(backward mode). Each mode starts with a series of two cubes (the maximum of cubes 
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to be touched are 8). Every two trials a new cube is added to the series. There are 16 

trials in forward mode and 16 trials in backward mode, and the maximum score is 32 

points. Participants earn one point per trial if they touch the correct cubes in the 

correct sequence. After failing to point the sequence of cubes in a correct order twice in 

a row, the subtest ends.  

 

Fig. 3.4 Setup for using PychCorp™ Spatial Span Board [65] (example) 
Photo credit: C. Klassen 

 

3.4.1.33.4.1.33.4.1.33.4.1.3     ParticipantsParticipantsParticipantsParticipants’    QQQQualitative Level ualitative Level ualitative Level ualitative Level     

Also through WMS III, it was possible to describe each participant’s qualitative 

performance [65]. For that we obtained 8 memory indexes for each participant: Auditory 

Immediate (AI), Visual Immediate (VI), Immediate Memory (IM), Auditory Delayed 

(AD), Visual Delayed (VD), Auditory Recognition Delayed (ARD), General Memory 

(GM) and Working Memory (WM). WMS III describes seven performance levels for 

each memory index: “very superior, superior, high average, low average, borderline and 

extremely low” [65]. The process to get the qualitative level for each memory index was 

as follows:  

1. The first step is to convert the raw scores (scores obtained from the 12 subtests) 

into aged-scaled scores. For that, all the raw scores are transferred to a special 

Score Conversion Page included in the WMS III record form. In that conversion 
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page all the subtests are grouped within their corresponding memory index and 

how they were presented to the participant. In WMS III there are two ways in 

which the information is presented: auditory and visual. The WMS III subtests 

classification is shown in Table 3.2 [65]. 

Table Table Table Table 3.23.23.23.2    WMSWMSWMSWMS----III subtests classificationIII subtests classificationIII subtests classificationIII subtests classification2222    

    

 
 

2. Once all the raw scores are transferred to the WMS III Score Conversion Page, 

age-adjusted tables are used (WMS III Administration and Scoring Manual) [65]. 

After all of the age-adjusted scaled scores are obtained, another normalized table 

provided by the WMS III Administration and Scoring Manual is employed to 

obtain the Primary Index Scores [65].  

3. The last step to have the qualitative performance of each participant is to use the 

obtained Memory Index Scores and compare them with the classification and 

score ranges provided in the WMS III Administration and Scoring Manual [65]. 

The classification (and score ranges) that [65] provides are: Very superior (130 

and above), Superior (120-129), High Average (110-119), Average (90-109), Low 

Average (80-89), Borderline (70-79) and Extremely Low (69 and below)  

    
 

                                                           
 

2 Table based on information obtained from [65]. 

Primary Indexes Way to present the information Subtests

Immediate Memory Auditory Immediate Logical Memory 1

Verbal Paired Associates 1

Visual Immediate Faces 1

Family Pictures 1

General Memory Auditory Delayed Logical Memory 2

Verbal Paired Associates 2

Visual Delayed Faces 2

Family Pictures 2

Auditory Recognition Delayed Logical Memory 2 Recognition

Verbal Paired Associates 2 Recogniton

Working Memory Letter- Number Sequencing

Spatial Span

Primary Subtests and Indexes
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3.53.53.53.5 Data AnalysisData AnalysisData AnalysisData Analysis    

The data obtained from both outcomes was analyzed statistically using different 

parametric tests on the following WMS III subtests: Logical Memory 1 and 2, Verbal 

Paired Associates 1 and 2, Faces 2, Family Pictures 1 and 2, Letter Number Sequencing 

and Spatial Span, and on the following WMS III memory indexes: Visual Immediate, 

Auditory Delayed, General Memory, Visual Delayed and Working Memory.  

In addition when any parametric test assumption was violated, nonparametric 

statistical tests were employed. Therefore, Faces 1 and Logical Memory 2 Recognition 

subtests as well as Auditory Immediate, Immediate Memory and Auditory Recognition 

Delayed memory indexes were analyzed with nonparametric tests. 

a)a)a)a) Parametric testsParametric testsParametric testsParametric tests    

To determine if parametric tests could be employed, the data was tested for the 

following assumptions: 

• Normality, using the Shapiro Wilk test; 

• Lack of outliers, employing Box plots;  

• Equality of Variances, using Bartlett’s test [70].    

a.1) a.1) a.1) a.1) Mixed ANOVA repeated measureMixed ANOVA repeated measureMixed ANOVA repeated measureMixed ANOVA repeated measuressss    

A mixed model of ANOVA is used when in a study there are a dependent variable 

and two independent variables (one represents a within subjects factor and the other 

represents a between subjects factor) [71], [72]. Thus, when participants in a study have 

been assigned into at least two different groups and the dependent variable has been 

measured over at least two time points a mixed model of ANOVA with repeated 

measures is the more appropriate test for comparing two different groups [71].  
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The main objective of a mixed ANOVA with repeated measures is to find out if 

there is a statistically significant interaction between both factors on the dependent 

variable [71], [72]. Whenever an interaction between the independent variables was 

statistically significant, simple main effects for both factors were tested and interpreted 

[71].  

a.2a.2a.2a.2))))    One way One way One way One way ANOVA repeated measureANOVA repeated measureANOVA repeated measureANOVA repeated measuressss        

 It is also known as the ANOVA for longitudinal data or the within subjects 

ANOVA [72]. One way ANOVA with repeated measures is used to find if there are 

statistically significant differences between the means of at least three related groups 

(same participants appear in all the groups) that were tested over time (multiple 

measures) [71]. However, to find between which time points there is a statistically 

difference Bonferroni Pairwise comparisons had to be employed as post-hoc tests [71], 

[72]. 

b)b)b)b) Nonparametric testsNonparametric testsNonparametric testsNonparametric tests    

b.1) b.1) b.1) b.1) KruskalKruskalKruskalKruskal    Wallis H testWallis H testWallis H testWallis H test    

In general a Kruskal Wallis H test is the most common nonparametric alternative to 

the one-way ANOVA [72]; however, it also has its own assumptions that have to be 

considered [71]. These assumptions are: 

1. The study design needs one dependent variable (continuous or ordinal). 

2. One independent variable (two or more independent groups). 

3. Independence of observations (different participants in each group). 

4. Evaluate if the distribution of scores for each group of the independent variable 

had the same shape or in other words if the distributions of each group’s 

observations have an identical distribution, because following an identical 
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distribution (having same shape) will be equal as having the same variability [71], 

[72].  

If the groups’ score distributions are different (have different shapes), the Kruskal 

Wallis H test will assign a rank to the dependent variable analyzed regardless of the 

group. Then a rank average will be obtained in each group of participants and both 

groups’ means will be compared. However, if the groups’ score distributions have the 

same shape, the Kruskal Wallis H test will compare both groups of participants’ 

medians [71]. 

b.2b.2b.2b.2) ) ) ) Friedman testFriedman testFriedman testFriedman test    

The Friedman test is considered to be the nonparametric substitute for the 

parametric ANOVA repeated measures [71]. It compares the distributions of related 

groups by comparing the distribution of scores in each group: if the score distributions 

are the same, the Friedman test analyzes and compares the groups’ means, but if the 

score distributions are different, the groups’ medians are used for comparing groups [71], 

[73]. 

The Friedman test requires post-hoc test to find not only if there is statistical 

difference between related or paired groups (a group is related because have the same 

participants) [71], but also to know where the difference is. An example of a post hoc 

test is the Pairwise comparison with Bonferroni correction [74], [75]. 

b.3b.3b.3b.3) ) ) ) Sign testSign testSign testSign test    

In general a Sign test can be considered as the nonparametric alternative of the 

paired t test [71]. It compares the median of a sample of paired differences (post-test 

results minus pre-test results) with zero. How far the paired differences median is from 

zero will tell how statistical different the results are from zero [71], [76], which will mean 
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how statistical different the results obtained after the 8 week period are versus the 

results obtained before the 8 week period.  

3.5.13.5.13.5.13.5.1 Primary OutcomePrimary OutcomePrimary OutcomePrimary Outcome    measure Analysismeasure Analysismeasure Analysismeasure Analysis    

3.5.1.13.5.1.13.5.1.13.5.1.1 WMS IIIWMS IIIWMS IIIWMS III    

The WMS III data was analyzed in two different ways. The first analysis was using 

the raw scores of eleven out of the twelve subtests. The second way in which the data 

was analyzed was using the transformed memory index scores (all twelve WMS III 

subtests’ raw scores were used for this analysis).   

Using theUsing theUsing theUsing the    WMS III SWMS III SWMS III SWMS III Subsectionsubsectionsubsectionsubsections’    rawrawrawraw    scores scores scores scores      

WMS III raw scores obtained before and after the 8 week period (for both groups) 

and one month afterwards (for the Exercising Group) were analyzed, except for the 

Verbal Paired Associates 2 Recognition subsection (VPA2R).  It was decided not to use 

the VPA2R subsection for this analysis, because there was no change between groups 

and within groups; all of the participants in both groups obtained the maximum score 

(24) in the pre 8 week period and follow up assessments, and one person in each group 

obtained 23 points in the post 8 week assessment.   

Using WMS III Memory IndexesUsing WMS III Memory IndexesUsing WMS III Memory IndexesUsing WMS III Memory Indexes    

All participants’ WMS III raw scores were transformed into memory indexes. We 

performed two different analyses using the memory indexes. In the first one a statistical 

analysis similar to the one completed using the WMS III raw scores was performed on 

the memory indexes data. In the second one, each of the participant’s memory indexes 

was averaged. Thus, the memory indexes’ means were used to obtain the averaged 

qualitative level for all the time points assessments (pre, post the exercise period and 

one month afterwards (for the Exercising Group) and before and after 8 weeks (for the 

Non- Exercising Group).     
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COMPARING EXERCISING GROUP AND NON EXERCISING (CONTROL) GROUP  

• Mixed ANOVA repeated measures 

 To investigate if there were any differences between the Exercising Group and the 

Non-Exercising Group over time, the WMS III subtests’ raw scores and the WMS III 

memory indexes’ scores (which did not violate any parametric assumption) obtained 

before the 8 week period (exercise program for the Exercising Group) and at the end of 

the 8 weeks were analyzed using a mixed ANOVA with repeated measures. 

The main purpose of a mixed ANOVA is to determine if there is an interaction 

between independent variables on the dependent variable [71]. In our study, time (or 

within subjects factor) and group (or between subjects factor) are our independent 

variables, while every WMS III subsection (subtest) or WMS III memory index is a 

dependent variable.  

Having a significant interaction means that the results that we obtained on each of 

the WMS subtests or memory indexes (dependent variable) after the 8-week period 

(effect of the independent variable Time) depended on the group in which the 

participants were assigned ( the level of the other independent variable (in our case 

Group)) [71], [72].  

 Assessing for the simple main effect time implicates assessing for differences in 

WMS III subtest scores (e.g. Logical Memory 1) or WMS III memory index (e.g. Visual 

Immediate) between time marks for each level of the between subjects factor (group). 

For this study there are two levels of between subjects factor (Exercising and Non-

Exercising); therefore two separate tests were needed. Carrying out these tests or 

comparisons is similar to running two separate within-subjects (pre and post 8 week 

period) ANOVAs with repeated measures on the data or two separated paired t-tests 

[71]. 
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Assessing for the simple main effect group means assessing for differences in  

WMS III subtest scores (e.g. Logical Memory 1) or WMS III memory index (e.g. Visual 

Immediate) between groups in every level of the within subject factor (time). As there 

are two levels of the within subjects effect (pre and post 8 week period) in this study, 

two separate tests were required [71]. Performing these tests is similar to running two 

separate between-subjects one way ANOVAs on the data. [71].  

When there was no statistically significant interaction between the independent 

variables, the main effects also needed to be examined and interpreted. When the 

interaction between factors (time and group) was not statistically significant, testing the 

main effect for time meant that only the two time points (pre and post 8 week period) 

were compared, ignoring the participant’s assigned group.  This comparison can be 

interpreted in a similar way as repeated measures ANOVA [71]. Further testing for the 

main effect group required a comparison between the levels of group (Exercising and 

Non-Exercising) ignoring the time point; in this case this comparison can be interpreted 

in a similar way to a one way ANOVA [71]. 

• Kruskal Wallis H test 

The Kruskal Wallis H test was run on the WMS III subtests (also on the WMS III 

memory indexes) obtained before and after the 8 week period to determine if there were 

statistically significant differences between the Exercising and Non-Exercising Groups 

when at least one of the parametric assumptions was violated.  

The first step to run a Kruskal Wallis H test requires calculating a difference 

between scores [71]. The difference was calculated by subtracting the post 8 week scores 

minus pre 8 week scores. Having the difference in scores for each participant in each 

group, a Kruskal Wallis H test was run between the differences of the Exercising Group 

and the Non-Exercising Group.  
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The second step is to evaluate the Kruskal- Wallis H test’s assumptions [71]. Our 

study passed the first three assumptions, and then it was important to verify if the 

distribution of scores for each group of the independent variable had the same shape 

(4th assumption). Identifying if the groups’ score distributions are similar in shape would 

help to determine how to interpret the results of the Kruskal H Wallis test [71]. If the 

groups’ score distributions have different shapes, the Kruskal H Wallis test will be 

assessing if there are differences in the score distributions of the groups, but if the score 

distributions’ shapes are equal, the Kruskal H Wallis test will determine if there are 

differences in the groups’ medians [71], [72]. 

Testing for differences in distributions employing Testing for differences in distributions employing Testing for differences in distributions employing Testing for differences in distributions employing KruskalKruskalKruskalKruskal    H Wallis testH Wallis testH Wallis testH Wallis test    

The Kruskal H Wallis test assigns a rank to each participant’s dependent variable’s 

score (WMS III subtests’ or memory indexes’ scores) regardless of the groups: the higher 

the value, the higher the rank. Then the ranks obtained for the Exercise Group were 

averaged, and then the same was done with the ranks obtained for the Non-Exercising 

Group. Therefore we obtained a mean rank for each group. If the distributions were 

equal (null hypothesis) the mean rank was the same for both groups. But if a group had 

a lower rank it signified that it had lower values and thus the group’s score was assigned 

lower ranks [71], [72]. Therefore the Kruskal H Wallis hypotheses are: 

Ho= the distributions of scores for the groups are equal (the mean ranks are equal) 

Ha= the mean ranks of the groups are not equal [71]. 

Testing for differences in medians employing Testing for differences in medians employing Testing for differences in medians employing Testing for differences in medians employing KruskalKruskalKruskalKruskal    H Wallis testH Wallis testH Wallis testH Wallis test    

To be able to compare medians using a Kruskal H Wallis test it is essential that the 

score distributions of both groups have the same shape (one way of checking the 
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distribution’s shape is through a visual inspection of a boxplot). Then the Kruskal H 

Wallis hypotheses when testing medians are: 

Ho= the distributions of scores for the groups are equal (groups’ medians are equal); 

Ha= the medians of the groups are not equal [71]. 

ANALYZING THE MULTIPLE MEASURES OF THE EXERCISING GROUP 

• One way ANOVA repeated measures 

The Exercising Group was tested one month afterwards (follow up assessment), 

therefore it was interesting to investigate if there were any statistically significant 

differences in the Exercising Group data on the three levels of time assessment (pre, 

post and follow up). For this reason a one way ANOVA repeated measures with Post-

hoc tests (Bonferroni Pairwise comparisons) were run on the WMS III subtests and 

memory indexes.  One way ANOVA repeated measures compares the means of the same 

group of participants over different time points and its hypotheses are [statistics book]: 

Ho= μ� = μ� = μ�… = μ
, where k was the number of groups (multiple measures) 

Ha= at least two means are significantly not equal [71], [72]. 

• Friedman test 

Two of the eleven WMS III subtests (Faces 1 and Logical Memory 2 Recognition) 

and three of the eight WMS III memory indexes (Auditory Immediate, Immediate 

Memory and Auditory Recognition delayed) violated the homogeneity of variances 

assumption; therefore to be able to analyze these data, nonparametric tests were 

employed.  

Firstly, to check if there was a statistically significant difference in the Exercising 

Group data over time (pre, post and follow up assessments) a Friedman test was 

applied to the WMS III subtests and WMS III memory indexes. It was decided to use a 
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Friedman test, since it is considered to be the nonparametric substite for the parametric 

one way ANOVA repeated measures [71],[73]. 

 The Friedman test is comparing the distributions of groups with the same subjects 

in which more than one measure has taken from the same subject (repeated measures)). 

The Friedman test’s hypotheses are: 

Ho= μ� = μ� = μ�… = μ
 (the distributions in all groups are the same, where µ= the 

population mean and k= number of measures (in our case k= 3 (pre, post and 

follow up) 

Ha= at least two of the groups’ distributions differ (median is used to investigate if 

the groups differ with respect of its location) [71]. 

Also, using IMB SPSS 2012 version 22 software, it was possible to run post-hoc tests 

(pairwise comparison with Bonferroni correction) on the Exercise Group data to 

investigate how the results of the different time point assessments were significantly 

different from each other.  

ANALYZING THE MULTIMPLE MEASURES OF THE NON-EXERCISING 

(CONTROL) GROUP 

• Sign test 

The Sign test can be considered as a non parametric alternative of the paired         

t-test [76]. To investigate if the results of the Non-Exercising Group had a statistically 

significant difference after the 8 week waiting period (for the WMSIII subtests and 

memory indexes that couldn’t be analyzed with a parametric test) a Sign test was 

applied. A Sign test was chosen over a Wilcoxon Signed Ranked test (more powerful 

and common used test), because the Wilcoxon test requires that the independent 

variable’s data distribution of the differences between the two groups be symmetrical in 
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shape [71], and in our case this was not true for any of the subtests or memory indexes 

which did not meet the parametric tests’ assumptions.  

A Sign test determines if the median of a sample of paired differences is statistically 

significant different to zero.  

The Sign test’s hypotheses are: 

Ho: median of the paired differences = 0 

Ha: median of the paired differences ≠ 0 , [71]. 

The first step when running the Sign test is to obtain the paired differences [76]. In 

our case we did that by subtracting the post 8 week period data minus the pre 8 week 

period data (Non-Exercising Group). Based on the sign of the paired differences 

(positive or negative) the Sign test collects evidence against the null hypothesis: if the 

sign of the difference is positive it represents paired differences greater than zero and if 

the sign of the difference is negative it represents paired differences less than zero [71].  

The median is the middle value; therefore it would be expected to find an equal 

number of negative paired differences and positive paired differences. However, most of 

the time this does not happen, so the Sign test checks how far away the median is from 

zero (how statistically different of zero it is) [71].  

ADDITIONAL  ANALYSES  

• Graphical Analysis 

In addition to the statistical analyses, to have a graphical comparison between both 

groups (Exercise and Non-Exercising) the means of Logical Memory 1 (LM1) were 

plotted against the means of Logical Memory 2(LM2) for both time points (pre and post 

8 week period). Also, the means of Verbal Paired Associates 1 (VPA1) were plotted 

against the means of Verbal Paired Associates 2 (VPA2). 
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It was decided to show graphically the averaged results of LM1 and VPA1 for two 

reasons:  

• Because those are the subtests that presented an interaction between 

Time*Group (as discussed in Chapter 4) after the mixed ANOVA with repeated 

measures tests; 

• Because according to [77] the most reliable subtests scores in terms of test-retest 

and internal consistencies are LM1 and VPA1.  

Also it was resolved to plot LM1 and VPA1 subtests against LM2 and VPA2 

respectively because these last two subtests are the delayed versions of LM1 and VPA1 

and we wanted to visually show the participants’ performance in the delayed versions of 

LM1 and VPA1. 

• Qualitative Analysis (qualitative level of participants) 

In addition to the quantitative analysis, we wanted to have a qualitative analysis, 

thus, as described in Section 3.4.1.3, the WMS III raw scores of all participants were 

transformed into qualitative level scores or memory indexes scores and averaged, 

obtaining: 

a) Exercising Group: 

• Average qualitative level for the pre exercising period. 

• Average qualitative level for the post exercising period. 

• Average qualitative level for the follow up assessment. 

b) Non-Exercising Group: 

• Average qualitative level for the pre 8 week period. 

• Average qualitative level for the post 8 week period. 

The comparison between the above averages is explained in Chapter 4. 
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3.5.23.5.23.5.23.5.2 SecondSecondSecondSecondary Outcomeary Outcomeary Outcomeary Outcome    MeasureMeasureMeasureMeasure    AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis    

The Secondary Outcome was comprised of the scores of the two memory exercises. 

For the Word-Image Association exercise, each mode (forward and backward) was 

played twice in each session; the better score of the two same exercises (for each mode) 

across the sessions was compared statistically using the one way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) test with repeated measures. Also, the highest scores of the participants for 

each mode (forward and backward) were averaged for each session. Thus, an “average 

forward score” and an “average backward score” were obtained for each session through 

the 8-week exercise period (Fig. 4.4). The maximum number of words answered 

correctly in each mode (forward and backward) was averaged for all participants over 

the sessions for each week (Fig 4.5). Then, a one way ANOVA repeated measures was 

applied to the averaged results of the forward mode and the backward mode 

(Table 4.10). 

During each exercise session, the volunteers played the Animal-Shape Association 

memory strengthening 4 times. We analyzed the number of errors on the final testing 

screen and the amount of time to complete each of the 4 exercise runs. The median 

number of the errors of the 4 exercise runs and the median value of time spent 

completing the exercises were analyzed statistically using repeated measures ANOVA 

through the 8-week exercise regime (Table 4.10) and they are depicted in Fig 4.6 a and 

b, respectively.  

3.5.33.5.33.5.33.5.3 Special CasesSpecial CasesSpecial CasesSpecial Cases    

We also had two participants who were diagnosed or suspected of having dementia: 

one was already diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease (Participant 1, 88 yr., female) and 

the other one was suspected of being at the onset of Alzheimer’s (Participant 2, 89 yr., 
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female). Participant 1 (P1) played for 20 sessions, missing four sessions (not in the same 

week) due to sickness or other family commitments.  

Participant 2 (P2) was suspected by her family as having probable Alzheimer’s; she 

completed the 8 weeks of exercise regime (24 sessions). The primary and secondary 

outcome measures of these two participants as well as a discussion of their results can 

be found in Appendix A. 

3.63.63.63.6 SummarySummarySummarySummary    of Data Analysisof Data Analysisof Data Analysisof Data Analysis    

There were two different outcomes: 

a) Primary outcome measure: WMS III assessment. 

b) Secondary outcome measures: scores of the memory exercises (Word-Image 

Association and Animal-Shape Association). 

The primary outcome measure was analyzed in two ways:  

a) Using parametric tests on the WMS III subtests and the Memory indexes scores 

which passed all the parametric assumptions:  

• Mixed ANOVA repeated measures to compare both groups’ performances;  

• One way ANOVA repeated measures to evaluate the effect of the 

computer exercises on the Exercise Group after ending the program.  

b) Using nonparametric tests when some of WMS III subtests and memory indexes  

violated one of the parametric assumptions (particularly the assumption of 

homogeneity of variances): 

• Friedman test to assess the Exercising Group performance over time; 

• Sign test to assess the performance of the Non-Exercising Group over time; 

• Kruskal Wallis H tests to compare both groups’ performances. 
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Fig. 3.5 depicts the procedure for the Primary outcome WMS III analyses. On the 

other hand, the MoCA test’s results were averaged and graphically presented in 

Chapter 4.  

The secondary outcome measure was tested using one way ANOVA repeated 

measures because none of the assumptions for being able to apply a parametric test was 

violated. Results are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. 
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     CHAPTER 4
    

    RESULTSRESULTSRESULTSRESULTS    AND DISCUSSIONAND DISCUSSIONAND DISCUSSIONAND DISCUSSION        

 

The MoCA test was used mainly as a screening tool.  Figure 4.1 shows the average 

scores for the Exercising Group over time (average± 95% confidence interval) 

pre=27.42±1.19, post=28.6±0.7 and follow up=27.8±0.9) and for the Non-Exercising 

Group (average± 95% confidence interval) pre=27.5±0.7 and post=26±1.9. As can be 

seen, both groups were matched in terms of their MoCA scores at the baseline but they 

were significantly different after 8 weeks (p=0.02).  

 

Fig. 4.1 MoCA test: average scores ±95% confidence intervals (at baseline, after 8-week exercise 
period and follow up visit for  Exercising Group and  at baseline and after 8 weeks for Non-Exercising 

(Control) Group), 23 participants 

4.14.14.14.1 Primary Outcomerimary Outcomerimary Outcomerimary Outcome    MeasureMeasureMeasureMeasure    

After checking the assumptions for normality, equality of variances, and lack of 

outliers it was found that: 
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a) All data obtained from the subtests were normally distributed.  In the case of 

memory index scores, the Auditory Recognition Delayed (ARD) memory index of 

the Exercising Group was not normally distributed, based on assessment by the  

Shapiro Wilk test (� < 0.05).  

b) Inspecting box plots, some positive outliers were found: 

• Family Pictures 1 (FP1): two outliers in post 8 week period (Non-Exercising 

Group); 

• Family Pictures 2 (FP2): two outliers in pre 8 week period. (Non-Exercising 

Group); 

• Letter Number sequencing (LNS): two outliers in post exercising period 

(Exercising Group); 

• Auditory Immediate (AI): one outlier in the pre exercise period (Exercising 

Group); 

• Working Memory (WM): one outlier in the post assessment (Exercising 

Group). 

 To handle the outliers, mixed ANOVA repeated measures were run on the 

subtests and memory indexes with outliers, and residuals were generated and 

stored. To have meaningful results and to be able to apply the mixed ANOVA 

repeated measures test or any other parametric test, the residuals have to be 

normally distributed and be free of outliers [71]. Since none of the residuals for 

any of the subtests or memory indexes were classified as outliers (residuals ≥ ± 3 

standard deviations) [71], ANOVA repeated measures and one way ANOVA 

repeated measures tests were employed and the outliers were kept in the analyses. 

The other subtests and memory indexes had no outliers.  
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c) Bartlett’s test confirmed the homogeneity of variances (� < 0.05) for almost all 

subtests and memory indexes, except for the following subtests:  Faces 1 (F1) 

and Logical Memory 2 Recognition (LM2R); and the following memory indexes: 

Auditory Immediate (AI), Immediate Memory (IM) and Auditory Recognition 

Delay (ARD). 

Taking all the assumptions into consideration, it was decided to apply parametric 

tests to LM1, VPA1, FP1, LM2, VPA2, F2, FP2, LNS, SS, VI, AD, VD, GM and WM, 

while nonparametric tests were applied to F1, LM2R, AI, IM and ARD. 

Comparison between Exercising Comparison between Exercising Comparison between Exercising Comparison between Exercising and and and and NonNonNonNon----Exercising (Exercising (Exercising (Exercising (ControlControlControlControl) ) ) ) Group Group Group Group     

MMMMixed ixed ixed ixed ANOVA repeated measuresANOVA repeated measuresANOVA repeated measuresANOVA repeated measures    

The mixed ANOVA repeated measures test required checking two more assumptions: 

homogeneity of covariances and sphericity [71], [72]. It was found that there was 

homogeneity of covariances for all subtests and memory indexes, as assessed by Box’s 

tests of equality of covariance matrices. Regarding sphericity, the Greenhouse-Geisser 

correction was employed for all the subtests and memory indexes.  

Results obtained using the mixed ANOVA repeated measures test suggest that the 

Exercising Group performed better than the Control (Non-exercising) Group after 8 

weeks of exercising. 

For instance, subtests Logical Memory 1 and Verbal Paired Associates 1 (LM1 and 

VPA1) presented an interaction Time*Group statistically significant different (marked 

with an * in Table 4.1), with partial ƞ2 (a measure of the effect size) of 0.32 for LM1 

and 0.26 for VPA1 and statistical powers of 86% and 73% for LM1 and VPA1. Those 

statistical powers and effect sizes exhibited by the interaction Time*Group in LM1 and 

VPA1 suggest that the increments in the average scores of the Exercising Group after 

the exercise regime were not by chance, but due to exercising during 8 weeks. 
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Further analysis in the simple main effects of LM1 and VPA1 (shown in Table 4.1) 

imply that the exercising period had a positive effect in the Exercise Group participants’ 

immediate auditory memory. For example, analyzing the simple main effect group, it is 

shown that both groups of participants performed similarly in the first assessment of 

LM1, but their scores were significantly different after 8 weeks. Then, analyzing the 

simple main effect time showed that the Exercising Group had indeed performed better 

in LM1 and also in VPA1 after 8 weeks of exercising (p values significant different and 

ƞ2
s of 0.21 and 0.19 respectively), while the Non-Exercising Group scores did not present 

a significant difference after the 8 week waiting period.  

Eta squared (ƞ2) is a measure of variance, independent of sample size, which 

describes what proportion of the variance in the dependent variable (subtests or 

memory index scores) is derivable to the factor in question (time or group) [78]. It also 

illustrates how powerfully two variables are related, or how big the difference is between 

both variables [79]. The estimated effect sizes (ƞ2) obtained from the analysis of the 

main effect of time for LM1 and VPA1 suggested that the difference in the results after 

the 8 week period is indeed statistically significant; an effect size ≥0.13 is considered 

medium [80]. 

In the case of memory indexes Visual Immediate (VI), Auditory Delayed (AD) and 

General Memory (GM) presented an interaction between Time*Group. However, further 

analysis of the simple main effects time and group showed that only in VI did the 

Exercising Group have better performance after training with the proposed brain 

exercises than the Non-Exercising Group after the 8 week waiting period. VI results 

obtained by the Exercising Group support the idea that the brain exercises designed for 

this study helped to improve the immediate memory of the participants, because in both 
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of them the stimuli was visual (the participants saw words or animals and shapes on a 

computer screen, and shortly after seeing them they had to retrieve them). 

In general, results presented in Table 4.1 suggest that the brain exercises had a 

positive effect on the immediate memory (LM1, VPA1 and VI) of the Exercising 

participants; this is encouraging for the following reasons: 

a) Because the brain exercises were designed to strengthen the short term 

associative memory. LM1, VPA1 and VI are measures of short term memory, and 

in particular VPA1 measures the short term associative memory. 

b) And because LM1 and VPA1 are considered the most reliable test-retest WMS 

III subtests, while VI memory index is considered to have a good test-retest 

reliability [77]. 

Table 4.1Table 4.1Table 4.1Table 4.1    Mixed ANOVA repeated measureMixed ANOVA repeated measureMixed ANOVA repeated measureMixed ANOVA repeated measuressss    results results results results     

a)WMS III Subtestsa)WMS III Subtestsa)WMS III Subtestsa)WMS III Subtests    

Subtest 
Interaction 
Time*Group 
(p-value) 

Power 

Simple Main Effect for 
Time 

(p-value) 

Simple Main Effect for 
Group (p-value) 

Exercising 
Group 

Non-
Exercising 
Group 

Between 
subjects 

effect (pre 8 
weeks) 

Between 
subjects 

effect (post 
8 weeks) 

Logical 
Memory 1 4 × 10�� **** 86% < 5 × 10��**** 0.38 0.82 4.3 × 10��**** 

Verbal 
Paired 
Associates 1 

1.3 × 10��**** 73% 1 × 10��**** 0.65 0.17 0.61 

b)WMS b)WMS b)WMS b)WMS IIIIIIIIIIII    Memory IndexesMemory IndexesMemory IndexesMemory Indexes    

Memory 
Index 

Interaction 
Time*Group 
(p-value) 

Power 

Simple Main Effect for 
Time (p-value) 

Simple Main Effect for 
Group (p-value) 

Exercising 
Group 

Non 
Exercising 
Group 

Between 
subjects 

effect (pre 8 
weeks) 

Between 
subjects 

effect (post 
8 weeks) 

Visual 
Immediate 1.9 × 10��**** 67% < 5 × 10��**** 0.12 < 5 × 10��**** < 5 × 10��**** 

Auditory 
Delayed 2.2 × 10��**** 65% < 5 × 10��**** 5.8 × 10�� < 5 × 10��**** < 5 × 10��**** 

General 
Memory 1.4 × 10��**** 72% < 5 × 10��**** 9.7 × 10��

 < 5 × 10��**** < 5 × 10��**** 
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On the other hand, the WMS III subtests and memory indexes depicted in Table 4.2 

did not show a significant different interaction Time*Group. However it was important 

to test and interpret the main effects for time and for group.  

It can be seen that for Logical Memory 2 (LM2) the main effect of time showed a 

significant difference after 8 weeks for both groups, while analysis on the main effect 

group showed that in general both groups’ LM2 scores (before and after 8 weeks) were 

statistically different. This meant that it did not matter which group the participants 

were part of: on average both groups had an increment in their LM2 scores after 8 

weeks.  

The increment of LM2 scores for both groups after 8 weeks period was not expected, 

but also not discouraging. One reason this increment was not expected is that LM2 

evaluates the long term memory of the participants, and the brain exercises designed for 

this study did not target that type of memory. A plausible reason for these results is 

that LM2 was applied 25 minutes after LM1, and therefore for the post-test assessment 

the participants may have paid more attention when stories were read to them (because 

they may have remembered that after 25 minutes they were going to be tested on 

questions about those stories).  

Then it is not discouraging because LM2 has a relation with LM1 and  we could 

interpret that in this subtest as well, the Exercising Group had better performance that 

the Non-Exercising Group. For instance, on average the LM2 score increment (post 

assessment scores minus pre assessment scores) of the Exercising Group compared with 

the Non-Exercising Group (Control Group) was better: the Exercising Group’s 

increment in LM2 was 9.25, while the Non-Exercising Group’s increment in LM2 was 

5.72.  
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Also in Table 4.2, the main effect analysis of time for Family Pictures 1 (FP1) 

showed that in general there was an increment in the participants’ scores for both 

groups after 8 weeks. This result is interesting, because FP1 is a measure of the 

immediate memory index; therefore better scores were expected for the Exercising 

Group after 8 weeks of brain exercise, but they were not expected in the Non-Exercising 

Group after 8 weeks. Nevertheless, if we analyze both groups’ scores increments 

(Exercising Group increment in FP1=13.17 and Non-Exercising Group increment in 

FP1= 7) we could interpret that even though both groups had an increment in FP1 

after 8 weeks, the Exercising Group performed better than the Non-Exercising Group.  

Main effect group results for LNS, SS as well as WM (depicted in Table 4.2) showed 

that in general there was a statistical difference between groups even before starting the 

8 weeks period, while the analysis of the main effect time revealed that after 8 weeks 

there was no significant difference in both groups’ scores. Working memory was not a 

target of our brain exercises (even though it is similar to short term memory and its 

definition is still a source of confusion). The exercises designed for this study were 

intended to strengthen associative memory, that is, memory where one has to retrieve 

information received some minutes earlier (without relying on it to execute some action 

or behaviour) and associate that information with another concept. Therefore, the fact 

that working memory did not present any significant difference for both groups after 8 

weeks was expected. 

Other subtests and memory indexes shown in Table 4.2 (Faces 2 (F2), Family 

Pictures 2 (FP2) and Visual Delayed (VD)) assessed the participants’ long term 

memory, and no significant increments after 8 weeks for the Exercising Group were 

expected. However, the analysis of the main effects time and group revealed that in 

general for FP2 and VD (which includes FP2 and LM2) there was a significant 

increment after 8 weeks for both groups. However, as with other results discussed above, 
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it was shown that the Exercising Group performed better than the Non-Exercising 

Group: the Exercising Group’s increments in FP2=14.25 and VD=13.79, while the Non-

Exercising Group’s increments in FP2=6 and VD=11.18. These results are suggesting 

that even though our target was short-term associative memory, the positive effects of 

the brain exercises also extended in some way the participants’ long term memory. 

Table 4.2Table 4.2Table 4.2Table 4.2    Mixed ANOVA repeated mMixed ANOVA repeated mMixed ANOVA repeated mMixed ANOVA repeated measuredeasuredeasuredeasured    results (results (results (results (when when when when there was notthere was notthere was notthere was not    aaaa    statistically statistically statistically statistically 
significant interaction Time*Groupsignificant interaction Time*Groupsignificant interaction Time*Groupsignificant interaction Time*Group))))....    

a)WMS III Subtestsa)WMS III Subtestsa)WMS III Subtestsa)WMS III Subtests    

Subtest 
Interaction 
Time* Group 
(p-value) 

Power 
Main Effect 
for time (p-

value) 

partial 
ƞ2  

Main Effect 
for group 
(p-value) 

partial 
ƞ2  

Family pictures 
1 0.11 35% < 5 × 10��**** 0.58 0.53 0.019 

Logical Memory 
2 8 × 10�� 40% < 5 × 10��**** 0.73 2 × 10��**** 0.22 

Faces 2 0.79 5% 5 × 10�� 0.16 0.88 0.001 

Family Pictures 
2 5.2 × 10�� 50% < 5 × 10��**** 0.55 0.30 0.05 

Letter Number 
Sequencing 0.24 21% 0.24 0.065 < 5 × 10��**** 0.51 

Spatial Span 0.30 17% 0.81 0.003 4 × 10��**** 0.17 

b)WMS III Memory Indexesb)WMS III Memory Indexesb)WMS III Memory Indexesb)WMS III Memory Indexes     

Memory Index 

Interaction 
Time* 

Group (p-
value) 

Power Main Effect 
for time 

partial 
ƞ2  

Main 
Effect for 
group 

partial 
ƞ2  

Visual Delayed 0.67 18% < 5 × 10��**** 0.48 0.19 0.08 
Working 
Memory 0.18 25% 0.48 0.02 < 5 × 10��**** 0.44 

 

KruskalKruskalKruskalKruskal    Wallis H testWallis H testWallis H testWallis H test    

The Kruskal Wallis H test (nonparametric test) was used to determine if there were 

statistically significant differences in F1, LM2R, AI, IM, and ARD between the two 

groups. Kruskal Wallis H tests compare groups using their difference scores [71]. 

“Difference scores” were obtained subtracting the post results minus the pre results for 
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each participant in both groups (e.g. for Exercising Group, difference scores = post 8 

weeks results - pre 8 weeks results).  

It is important to recall that the Kruskal Wallis H test also investigates if the 

distributions of the groups’ difference scores have similar geometrical shape. If the 

difference scores’ distributions are different, the Kruskal H Wallis uses the groups’ 

medians to test if there is a significant difference between groups.  

Distributions of F1 scores’ differences were found to be similar for both groups, as 

assessed by visual inspection of a boxplot. Then variations in medians were assessed and 

it was found that they were not statistically significant between groups, as shown by the 

p-value obtained in Table 4.3 (Exercising Group difference median (EdMdn=3), Non-

Exercising Group difference median (NEdMdn= 1). The F1 subtest measures short term 

memory, but it is also considered the least reliable test-retest subtest [77]; therefore even 

though the Exercising and the Non-Exercising Groups’ performances were similar after 8 

weeks, this result was not discouraging. 

Another subtest which had similar geometric shape in the score distributions was 

LM2R. It was also found that there was not any statistically difference between groups’ 

medians after 8 weeks. Since LM2R assesses the long term memory of the participants 

and it is comprised of YES-NO questions about some stories read in LM1, we were 

expecting that the Exercising and Non-Exercising Groups’ performances were going to 

be similar.  

ARD memory index also presented score differences distributions that were 

symmetrical in geometrical shape, and the analysis on their medians showed that the 

medians were statistically significant different between groups. This result was not 

expected, because ARD targets the long term memory of the participants.  
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ARD is comprised of Verbal Paired Associates 2 Recognition (which did not present 

differences between groups and was not used for the raw scores’ analysis) and LM2R 

(the results of which were discussed previously); therefore the fact that the combination 

between VPA2R and LM2R turned out to be statistically different between Exercising 

Group and Non-Exercising group is interesting. Authors in [77] claim that clinicians 

should rely more on the results of WMS III memory indexes than WMS III subtests, but 

they also classified ARD memory index as one with less internal consistency and 

precision. For us it was important to find how the memory exercises affected the whole 

memory (short term and long term) of the participants even though the memory 

exercises were targeting only short-term associative memory. Therefore the qualitative 

assessment (described in the Additional Analyses section below) may help to understand 

how ARD was influenced by the brain exercises. 

Finally, the Kruskal Wallis H test also revealed that for AI and IM the distributions 

of the scores’ differences were not similar in shape between groups. The mean ranks of 

AI and IM were found to be statistically different after 8 weeks between the Exercising 

Group and the Non-Exercising Group. Those results were very encouraging because 

both memory indexes were targeting the short term memory and according to [77] AI 

and IM are two of the most reliable test-retest memory indexes, which imply again that 

the memory exercises had a positive impact in participants’ short term memory.  
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Table Table Table Table 4.34.34.34.3    KruskalKruskalKruskalKruskal    Wallis H test results (Wallis H test results (Wallis H test results (Wallis H test results (pppp----values) applied to compare the differences in both values) applied to compare the differences in both values) applied to compare the differences in both values) applied to compare the differences in both 
groups after 8 weeks periodgroups after 8 weeks periodgroups after 8 weeks periodgroups after 8 weeks period    

WMS III Subtest or 
WMS III Memory 

Index 

Kruskal Wallis test p 
values 

Faces 1 0.32 
Logical Memory 2 
Recognition 

0.81 

 
Auditory Immediate 2 × 10��**** 
Immediate Memory < 5 × 10��**** 
Auditory Recognition 
Delay 

1.7 × 10��**** 

 

Analysis of the Exercising groupAnalysis of the Exercising groupAnalysis of the Exercising groupAnalysis of the Exercising group’s multiple measures multiple measures multiple measures multiple measuressss    

One way ANOVA repeated measureOne way ANOVA repeated measureOne way ANOVA repeated measureOne way ANOVA repeated measuressss 

We were also interested in investigating whether the positive effect of brain exercises 

would still be significant one month after the end of the exercising program. Therefore a 

one way ANOVA repeated measures test was run for the pre, post and follow up 

assessments’ results for the Exercising Group (Table 4.4). Results from LM1, VPA1, 

FP1, LM2, FP2, VI, AD, GM and VD were found to be significantly different at the 

different time points of assessment (pre, post and follow up); most of the p-values were 

very small (less than 5 x10-4).  It was important to find out between which time points 

the results were statistically different, and in particular to determine if the results post 

to follow up assessment and pre to follow up assessment were statistically significant 

different. Therefore the post hoc analysis with Bonferroni adjustment was run; the 

results are shown in Table 4.5. 

In the case of comparing post and follow up assessments (Table 4.5, 4th column) only 

in LM2 and AD the effect of the exercises remained significant after one month of 

ending the program (p value=2.3x10-2 and p =3x10-3, respectively). These results are 

encouraging, in particular the one obtained in AD, because that memory index has been 

classified as one of the most reliable test-retest WMS III measures for ages 55 to 89 [77].  
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When comparing the results baseline and the follow up visit (3rd column in Table 

4.5) it is evident that the positive impact of the exercises was significant for LM1, FP1, 

LM2, FP2, VI and GM. This suggests that, on average and in all cases (subtests and 

memory indexes), the positive impact of the brain exercises lasted for at least one 

month after ending the exercising program. 

Pairwise comparisons (2nd column of Table 4.5) showed that for subtests LM1, 

VPA1, FP1, LM2 and FP2, and for memory indexes VI, GM, and VD, on average, the 

Exercising participants improved in their scores after two months of exercise. These 

results support the ones obtained previously with Mixed ANOVA repeated measures in 

which these subtests and memory indexes resulted statistically different after 8 weeks 

for the Exercising Group. 

Table 4.4Table 4.4Table 4.4Table 4.4    One way ANOVAOne way ANOVAOne way ANOVAOne way ANOVA    repeated measurerepeated measurerepeated measurerepeated measures s s s results (presults (presults (presults (p----values) values) values) values) applied to Exercisingapplied to Exercisingapplied to Exercisingapplied to Exercising    GGGGroup roup roup roup 
data data data data (pre, post exerc(pre, post exerc(pre, post exerc(pre, post exercising period and follow up assessmentising period and follow up assessmentising period and follow up assessmentising period and follow up assessment))))    

a)a)a)a) WMS III WMS III WMS III WMS III SubtestSubtestSubtestSubtest    One way ANOVA repeated One way ANOVA repeated One way ANOVA repeated One way ANOVA repeated 
measures measures measures measures pppp----valuevaluevaluevalue    

Logical Memory 1 < 5 × 10��**** 
Verbal Paired Associates 1 5 × 10��**** 
Family Pictures 1 < 5 × 10��**** 
Logical Memory 2 < 5 × 10��**** 
Verbal Paired Associates 2 8.8 × 10�� 
Faces 2 0.33 
Family Pictures 2  < 5 × 10��**** 
Letter-Number Sequencing 0.89 
Spatial Span 0.43 

b)b)b)b) WMS III Memory IndexesWMS III Memory IndexesWMS III Memory IndexesWMS III Memory Indexes    
One way ANOVA repeated One way ANOVA repeated One way ANOVA repeated One way ANOVA repeated 

measuremeasuremeasuremeasuressss    pppp----valuevaluevaluevalue    
Visual Immediate < 5 × 10��**** 
Auditory Delayed < 5 × 10��**** 
General Memory < 5 × 10��**** 
Visual Delayed  2.7 × 10��**** 
Working Memory 0.65 
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Table 4.5Table 4.5Table 4.5Table 4.5    Post Hoc Test Post Hoc Test Post Hoc Test Post Hoc Test Bonferroni adjustment pairBonferroni adjustment pairBonferroni adjustment pairBonferroni adjustment pairwise comparisons wise comparisons wise comparisons wise comparisons results (presults (presults (presults (p----values) applied values) applied values) applied values) applied 
to Exercising to Exercising to Exercising to Exercising GGGGroup data (pre, post exercising period and follow up assessment)roup data (pre, post exercising period and follow up assessment)roup data (pre, post exercising period and follow up assessment)roup data (pre, post exercising period and follow up assessment)    

a)WMS III Subtestsa)WMS III Subtestsa)WMS III Subtestsa)WMS III Subtests 

Subtest 
Bonferroni Pairwise 
comparison between 
pre and post tests 

Bonferroni Pairwise 
comparison between 
pre and follow up 

tests 

Bonferroni Pairwise 
comparison between 
post and follow up 

tests 
Logical Memory 1 1 × 10��**** 1.3 × 10��**** 0.94 
Verbal Paired Ass 1 3 × 10��**** 0.11 0.42 
Family Pictures 1 1 × 10��**** 1 × 10��**** 1 
Logical Memory 2 < 5 × 10��**** 1.2 × 10��**** 2.3 x10-2 **** 
Verbal Paired 
Associates 2 0.29 1 5.6 x10-2  
Faces 2 0.60 0.85 1 
Family Pictures 2  3 × 10��**** 1 × 10��**** 1 
Letter Number 
Sequencing 1 1 1 
Spatial Span 0.88 1 0.65 

b)WMS b)WMS b)WMS b)WMS III Memory IndexesIII Memory IndexesIII Memory IndexesIII Memory Indexes 

Memory Index 
Bonferroni Pairwise 
comparison between 
pre and post tests 

Bonferroni Pairwise 
comparison between 
pre and follow up 

tests 

Bonferroni Pairwise 
comparison between 
post and follow up 

tests 
Visual Immediate < 5 × 10��**** 1.8 × 10��**** 0.36 
Auditory Delayed 1 × 10��**** 0.10 3 × 10��**** 
General Memory < 5 × 10��**** 1.2 × 10��**** 0.62 
Visual Delayed 1.2 × 10��**** 0.10 1 
Working Memory 1 1 1 
 

FriedmanFriedmanFriedmanFriedman    testtesttesttest    

Friedman tests with pairwise comparisons were run to find whether there were 

statistically significant differences between the assessments at the pre and post exercises 

times, and whether the effect of the brain exercises lasted one month after ending the 

program; these were done for Faces 1(F1), Logical Memory 2 Recognition (LM2R), 

Auditory Immediate index (AI), Immediate Memory Index (IM) and Auditory 

Recognition Delay (ARD).  

It is important to recall that when employing the Friedman test the distributions of 

a group’s multiple measures are being compared. If at least one of the measures’ 

distributions results statistically different, then the medians are used to find out how 

the different groups’ measures differ [71]. Table 4.6 shows that F1 as well as ARD 
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multiple measures’ distributions resulted similar. This means that after the 8 week 

period as well as one month afterwards the Exercising Group’s scores in F1 and ARD 

did not present a significant change. This was expected, first, because as discussed 

before F1’s reliability is low and second, because ARD was not a target of our brain 

exercises 

  On the other hand, the AI, IM, and LM2R scores resulted statistically significant 

different after using Friedman tests. Then, SPSS 2012 was used to run pairwise 

comparisons with Bonferroni correction as post hoc tests. Pairwise comparison tests 

revealed that after 8 weeks of exercise the results of the Exercising Group were 

significantly improved for AI, IM and LM2R, but the improvements lasted after one 

month of ending the program only for AI and IM. All p-values can be found in 

Table 4.7.  

These results support the idea that the brain exercises had a positive effect on the 

Exercising Group’s short term memory and associative memory,  not only because AI 

and IM increments after 8 weeks resulted significant different, but their effect lasted one 

month afterwards. Also as mentioned earlier, AI and IM test-retest reliability is 

considered high [77] implying that the increment in the Exercising Group’s short term 

memory scores were not a product of practice, but results of exercising with our brain 

exercises for two months. 
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Table 4.6Table 4.6Table 4.6Table 4.6    Friedman test results (pFriedman test results (pFriedman test results (pFriedman test results (p----values) applied to Exercising Gvalues) applied to Exercising Gvalues) applied to Exercising Gvalues) applied to Exercising Group data (pre, post roup data (pre, post roup data (pre, post roup data (pre, post 
exercising period and follow up assessments)exercising period and follow up assessments)exercising period and follow up assessments)exercising period and follow up assessments)    

WMS III Subtest or 
WMS III Memory 

Index 

Friedman test p 
values 

Faces 1 5.9 × 10�� 
Logical Memory 2 
Recognition 

3.5 × 10��**** 

 
Auditory Immediate < 5 × 10��**** 
Immediate Memory < 5 × 10��**** 
Auditory Recognition 
Delay 

6.8 × 10�� 

 

Table 4.7Table 4.7Table 4.7Table 4.7    Post Hoc tests Post Hoc tests Post Hoc tests Post Hoc tests with Bonferroni adjustment pairwith Bonferroni adjustment pairwith Bonferroni adjustment pairwith Bonferroni adjustment pairwise comparisons results (pwise comparisons results (pwise comparisons results (pwise comparisons results (p----values) values) values) values) 
applied to Eapplied to Eapplied to Eapplied to Exercising Gxercising Gxercising Gxercising Group data roup data roup data roup data (pre and post exercising and follow up assessment(pre and post exercising and follow up assessment(pre and post exercising and follow up assessment(pre and post exercising and follow up assessmentssss))))    

WMS III Subtest or 
Memory Index 

Bonferroni Pairwise 
comparison between 
pre and post tests 

Bonferroni Pairwise 
comparison between 
pre and follow up 

tests 

Bonferroni Pairwise 
comparison between 
post and follow up 

tests 
Logical Memory 2 
Recognition 1.9 × 10��**** 0.68 5.2 × 10�� 

 
Auditory Immediate < 5 × 10��**** 3 × 10��**** 1 
Immediate Memory 7 × 10��**** < 5 × 10��**** 0.66 
  

Analysis of the Analysis of the Analysis of the Analysis of the Non Exercising (Non Exercising (Non Exercising (Non Exercising (ControlControlControlControl))))    GroupGroupGroupGroup’s multiple measures s multiple measures s multiple measures s multiple measures     

Sign testSign testSign testSign test 

To investigate the practice effect of the WMS test in the Non-Exercising Group, the 

Sign test was applied to F1, LM2R, AI and ARD. The results from subtests and 

memory indexes did show some practice effect in Non-Exercising Group for one memory 

index: IM (10 out of 11 participants had higher scores in the post assessment than in 

the pre assessment, and only one participant did not show improvement after 8 weeks). 

Overall, participants had a higher score in the IM index after 8 weeks (Mdn=118) than 

before 8 weeks (Mdn=103). Since IM was a target of our brain exercises, this result 

could sound discouraging; however, we interpret that this result was obtained due to 

practice effects and as the qualitative assessment showed us (explained in next section) 

the Exercising Group did better than the Non-Exercising Group.  
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Table 4Table 4Table 4Table 4....8888    Sign test results (pSign test results (pSign test results (pSign test results (p----values) applied to values) applied to values) applied to values) applied to the Nothe Nothe Nothe Nonnnn----Exercising GroupExercising GroupExercising GroupExercising Group    data (pre and post 8 data (pre and post 8 data (pre and post 8 data (pre and post 8 
weeks period)weeks period)weeks period)weeks period)    

WMS III Subtest or 
WMS III Memory 

Index 

Sign test p values 

Faces 1 0.11 
Logical Memory 2 
Recognition 0.34 

 
Auditory Immediate 0.37 
Immediate Memory 1.2 × 10��**** 
Auditory Recognition 
Delay 1 

 

Additional AnalysesAdditional AnalysesAdditional AnalysesAdditional Analyses    

Graphical AnalysisGraphical AnalysisGraphical AnalysisGraphical Analysis    

In Chapter 3 as well as in this Chapter it has been mentioned that according to [77] 

in the case of WMS III subtests the most reliable tests in term of test-retest are: Logical 

Memory 1 and Verbal Paired Associates 1. For that reason, and in order to compare 

visually both groups’ performances we decided to show (graphically) both groups’ LM1 

and VPA1 average performances over time with their delayed parts (Logical Memory 2 

and Verbal paired Associates 2). Fig 4.2 shows both groups performances in:  

a) Logical Memory 1 Exercising (E) Group (mean ± 95% confidence interval) pre 8 

weeks of exercise (� = 30.83 ± 3.58) and post 8 weeks of exercise(� = 42.25 ± 5.40) and 

Non-Exercising (NE) Group before 8 week waiting period (�� = 31.64 ± 6.32) and after 

8 week waiting period (�� = 33.45 ± 5.96). 

b) Logical Memory 2: pre 8 weeks of exercise (� = 18.75 ± 3.39) and post 8 weeks of 

exercise (� = 28 ± 4.52) and for Non-Exercising Group (�� = 12.73 ± 5.25) and 

(�� = 18.45 ± 5.04) in pre and post 8 week waiting period respectively. 
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Fig. 4.3 depicts the performance of both groups in Verbal Paired Associated 1 

(VPA1) and Verbal Paired 2 (VPA2). For VPA1 (mean ± 95% confidence interval) 

before 8 weeks (� = 11.25 ± 4.16) and (�� = 15.73 ± 4.70) and after 8 weeks (� =

17.92 ± 2.97) and (�� = 16.45 ± 4.98). For VPA2, pre 8 weeks (� = 4.42 ± 1.37), 

(�� = 4.64 ± 1.55) and after 8 weeks (� = 5.92 ± 0.87) and (�� = 4.45 ± 1.41). 

The Exercising Group performed better after 8 weeks of exercise than the Non-

Exercising Group after an 8 week waiting period (Fig. 4.2 and 4.3). For Logical Memory 

it can be seen in Fig. 4.2 that both groups remembered more details of the stories after 

35 minutes (LM2) and on average they obtained a better score. Meanwhile in Fig. 4.3 it 

can be seen that the Exercising Group remembered more paired words after 35 minutes 

(VPA2) than the Non-Exercising Group. 

 
 

Fig.4.2 Results of Logical Memory 1±95% confidence intervals and Logical Memory 2±95% 
confidence interval on pre 8 weeks and post 8 weeks period, 23 participants 
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Fig.4.3 Results of Verbal Paired Associates 1±95% confidence intervals and Verbal Paired 

Associates 2±95% confidence intervals on pre 8 weeks and post 8 weeks period, 23 participants 

 

Qualitative level of participantsQualitative level of participantsQualitative level of participantsQualitative level of participants’    Memory Memory Memory Memory IndexesIndexesIndexesIndexes    

In addition to the quantitative analysis a qualitative analysis was performed to the 

Memory indexes. As described in Chapter 3 all the participants’ WMS III raw scores 

were transformed into Memory indexes.  

According to the WMS III technical manual [65] and [77] the performance of a 

participant would be best evaluated if the attention is focused on the memory indexes, 

and that Auditory Immediate (AI), Immediate memory (IM), Auditory delayed (AD), 

General Memory (GM) and Working memory (WM) are the most test-retest reliable 

memory indexes [77].  

Recalling the memory indexes classification from higher to lower (very superior, 

superior, high average. average, borderline and extremely low) it can be seen in 

Table 4.9 that the Exercising Group had a better performance than the Non-Exercising 
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Group. In most of the memory indexes the Exercising Group’s performance moved two 

qualitative levels higher than the Non-Exercising Group after 8 weeks. It is also 

interesting to note that in all the cases for the Exercising Group the effect of the 

memory exercises remained one month afterwards, and this is suggested because in most 

of the memory indexes the average index score level for the follow up visit did not 

become qualitatively lower than the score obtained immediately after the 8 weeks of 

exercise training.  

It is also encouraging to note that on average the Exercising Group improved their 

scores in AI, IM, AD, and GM (marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 4.9. When 

analyzing IM with statistical tests to compare the performance of the Exercising Group 

with the Non-Exercising Group it was found that the IM scores increment significantly 

after 8 weeks for both groups, but we proposed that the increment in the scores that the 

Non-Exercising Group presented was due to practice effects with the WMS test. The 

qualitative analysis supports our argument than the Exercising Group performance was 

better than the Non-Exercising Group after the 8 weeks of exercising, because as can be 

seen in Table 4.9 both groups’ performances were classified as Average at the beginning 

of the study and after 8 weeks the Exercising Group incremented their scores and was 

classified as Superior (two levels higher than before exercising), while the Non-

Exercising Group only gained one level on the qualitative level after 8 weeks. 

Other results that could be a source of argument are the ones presented by VI and 

GM, because the Non-Exercising Group also improved its performance in those indexes, 

but if we compare the performance between groups it can be seen that the Exercising 

Group performed better, moving two qualitative levels up after the 8 weeks of exercise, 

while the Non-Exercising group only moved one level after the 8 week waiting period.  

In general, the qualitative analysis supports the idea that the increment in the 

Exercising Group’s short term memory scores were caused by exercising over two 
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months with the proposed brain exercises, while the increment in the Non-Exercising 

Group’s short term memory scores (when there was an increment) was probably due to 

practice effects with the WMS test. We based this argument on the fact that in most of 

the memory indexes that assessed short-term memory (which included associative 

memory) the Exercising Group moved two levels higher after 8 weeks of exercising while 

the Non-Exercising Group only moved one level. 

Table Table Table Table 4.94.94.94.9    Qualitative Level Results using Memory IndexesQualitative Level Results using Memory IndexesQualitative Level Results using Memory IndexesQualitative Level Results using Memory Indexes    

Memory indexMemory indexMemory indexMemory index    ExercisingExercisingExercisingExercising    GroupGroupGroupGroup    Non-Exercising    GroupGroupGroupGroup    
pre 8 
weeks 

post 8 
weeks 

follow up pre 8 
weeks 

post 8 
weeks 

Auditory 
Immediate**** 

Average High 
Average 

High 
Average 

Average Average 

Visual 
Immediate 

Average Superior High 
Average 

Average High 
Average 

Immediate 
Memory**** 

Average Superior Superior Average High 
Average 

Auditory 
Delayed**** 

Average Superior High 
Average 

Average Average 

Visual Delayed High 
Average 

Superior Very 
Superior 

Average High 
Average 

Auditory 
Recognition 
Delayed 

High 
Average 

Superior Superior High 
Average 

Average 

General 
Memory**** 

High 
Average 

Very 
Superior 

Superior Average High 
Average 

Working 
Memory**** 

High 
Average 

High 
Average 

High 
Average 

Average Low 
Average 

    

4.1.14.1.14.1.14.1.1 Summary and Summary and Summary and Summary and DiscussionDiscussionDiscussionDiscussion    of theof theof theof the    Primary OutcomePrimary OutcomePrimary OutcomePrimary Outcome        

Data from WMS III was analyzed in different ways: by using 11 of the 12 WMS III 

subtests and by transforming the raw data from the 12 subtests into 8 memory indexes.  

Nine out of the eleven WMS III subtests and five out of eight WMS III memory 

indexes were analyzed using parametric tests. To compare the performance of both 

groups (Exercising and Non-Exercising Group) mixed ANOVA with repeated measures 

was run for the groups’ data before and after the 8 week period. To compare all the 

assessments applied to Exercising Group and investigate if the effect of the exercises 
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remained after one month of ending the program one way ANOVA repeated measures 

with pairwise comparison were run on the Exercising Group’s data for pre and post 8 

weeks of exercise regime as well as for the follow up assessment.  

For two WMS III subtests and three WMS III memory indexes nonparametric tests 

were applied. To compare both groups Kruskal Wallis H tests were run on the groups’ 

data (employing differences in scores; calculated by subtracting the post 8 weeks scores 

from the pre 8 weeks scores). To analyze the performance of the Exercising Group at 

the pre- post- and follow up time points, Friedman tests were applied and to investigate 

the performance of the Non-Exercising Group at both time points (pre and post 

8 weeks), Sign tests were performed. Finally, both groups were analyzed qualitatively 

employing the 8 memory indexes. 

 We expected to see better scores after 8 weeks in the Exercising Group compared to 

those of the Non-Exercising Group, especially in the subtests and memory indexes that 

assessed short-term memory (in particular associative memory, like VPA1) as those 

were directly related to our designed exercises.  

The results indeed showed that the Exercising Group’s WMS-III scores in subtests 

and memory indexes assessing short-term memory were significantly higher than those 

of the Non-Exercising Group. In particular, the results obtained by the Exercising 

Group after the quantitative analysis for the subtest VPA1 were very encouraging since 

this subtest assessed short-term associative memory. 

4.24.24.24.2 SecondarySecondarySecondarySecondary    OutcomeOutcomeOutcomeOutcome        

Fig. 4.4 shows the averaged best scores by sessions (±standard error, presented by 

shadow) obtained in the Word-Image Association exercise: a) in the forward and b) in 

the backward mode. It can be observed in both subsections (a and b) that on average 

the participants enhanced their scores through the sessions. In Fig. 4.5 the participants’ 
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performance is depicted (±standard error, presented by shadow), showing the maximum 

number of words that they could answer in the forward and backward mode. It can be 

seen that in both modes, on average, the participants were answering more words 

correctly every week. Also it can be seen in Fig. 4.5 that on average the participants 

remembered more words in the Forward mode than in the Backward mode. Some 

participants expressed their concern that trying to remember something backwards is 

more difficult than forwards, even before trying the exercises. 

For the Animal-Shape Association Exercise, different information was recorded when 

the volunteers were associating the correct animal with its correct geometrical shape 

(associative part of the game). Fig 4.6a) shows that on average the participants were 

making fewer errors in the associative part of the game as the sessions progressed. In 

addition Fig. 4.6b) displays the averaged total amount of time that participants took 

associating the animals with their correct shapes. It can be observed that through the 

sessions the volunteers (on average) required less time to complete the associative part 

of the exercise. 

Fig. 4.4 Word-Image Association Exercise: average scores ±	standard error (presented by 
shadow)) by sessions, a) Forward Mode, b) Backward Mode , (12 participants) 

 
 

a) b) 
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Fig. 4.5 Word- Image Association Exercise: average maximum number of words (±standard 
error (presented by shadow)), by weeks; a) Forward Mode, b) Backward Mode, 12 participants 

 

 
Fig. 4.6 Animal-Shape Association Exercise: a) average number of mistakes (±standard error 
(presented by shadow)), by sessions, b) average time in the association part by sessions, 12 

participants 
 
 

In addition, to have quantitative analyses, ANOVA repeated measures were run in 

the Word-Image Association exercise (forward and backward mode) as well as for the 

Animal-Shape Association exercise (on the number of errors made and time spent while 

associating animals and geometrical shapes). Post hoc tests weren’t run because we were 

only interested in investigating if the increment in averaged scores (Word-Image 

Association exercise) or decrement in errors and time (Animal-Shape Association 

exercise) were statistically significant during the 24 sessions (2 months). Therefore in 

Table 4.10 the p-values of the ANOVAs repeated measures are presented and it can be 

a) b) 

a) b) 
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seen that for all of the brain exercises the increments or decrements in scores were 

statistically significant different.  

 

 Table 4.10 One way ANOVA Table 4.10 One way ANOVA Table 4.10 One way ANOVA Table 4.10 One way ANOVA repeated measurerepeated measurerepeated measurerepeated measuressss    results (presults (presults (presults (p----values) apvalues) apvalues) apvalues) applied to plied to plied to plied to EEEExercisingxercisingxercisingxercising    GGGGroup roup roup roup 
data (from the Worddata (from the Worddata (from the Worddata (from the Word----ImageImageImageImage    and Aand Aand Aand Animalnimalnimalnimal----Shape AssociationShape AssociationShape AssociationShape Association    ExercisesExercisesExercisesExercises))))    

a)a)a)a) WordWordWordWord----Image AssociationImage AssociationImage AssociationImage Association    One way ANOVA repeated One way ANOVA repeated One way ANOVA repeated One way ANOVA repeated 
measuremeasuremeasuremeasuressss    pppp----valuevaluevaluevalue    

Forward Mode < 5 × 10��**** 
Backward mode < 5 × 10��**** 

b)b)b)b) AssociativeAssociativeAssociativeAssociative    Memory Memory Memory Memory     
StrengtheningStrengtheningStrengtheningStrengthening    

One way ANOVA One way ANOVA One way ANOVA One way ANOVA repeated repeated repeated repeated 
measuremeasuremeasuremeasuressss    pppp----valuevaluevaluevalue    

Errors 1 × 10��**** 
Time 6 × 10��**** 

 
 
 

4.2.14.2.14.2.14.2.1 Summary and Summary and Summary and Summary and DiscussionDiscussionDiscussionDiscussion    of theof theof theof the    Secondary Outcome Secondary Outcome Secondary Outcome Secondary Outcome     

Overall, the results measured in both computer exercises were very encouraging, 

showing that through the sessions the participants in the Exercising Group were 

incrementing their scores and correctly matching more words with images (Word-Image 

Association exercise) as well as spending less time and making fewer mistakes in the 

Animal-Shape Association exercise.  

Nevertheless, these results might be challenged, alleging that the increment in 

performance in both exercises was a consequence of practice effects. To avoid or lessen 

the practice effects that the exercises could have, both computer exercises (Word-Image 

Association and Associative Memory Strengthening) were designed in such a way that 

every time the participants played the games, items such as the words, images and 

geometrical shapes were selected randomly.  

In the case of the Word-Image Association exercise the increment in level of 

difficulty (more words) was important, providing stimulation that maintained the 

participant’s interest in the game. That was important for participant’s retention 
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through the two month exercise period and to give the participant a sense of 

improvement. In addition, according to [81] an important characteristic that a PC-based 

exercise program has to have to be effective is to provide tasks of growing difficulty. 

4.3 General Discussion 

Since the computer games were designed to strengthen associative short term 

memory, it is encouraging that subtests indexed as immediate memory (LM1 and 

VPA1) showed a significant improvement after the exercise regime. It may be argued 

that the results obtained showing improvement over the three times that the Exercising 

Group memory was tested is a consequence of using the same test (WMS III) three 

times.  Hence, to investigate the potential impact of the learning effect, the Non-

Exercising Group was assessed with WMS III, and reassessed after an eight week period, 

and in most of the cases, either with parametric tests or with nonparametric tests, it 

was revealed that the Exercising Group had a better performance than the Non-

Exercising Group. 

Another way to interpret these results is through the observation on Table 4.9, 

which shows the WMS III memory indexes’ results of the Non-Exercising Group; as can 

be seen, some of the WMS III memory indexes improved after two months waiting 

period, which could be due to practice effects. However, as discussed previously the 

Exercising Group still had a better qualitative level after the exercise regime than the 

Non-Exercising Group after the waiting period.  

The results of our study are congruent with other studies that have assessed the 

effect of cognitive training [2], [13], [40]. In a study by Ball, K. et. al. [13], participants 

in the age range of 65 to 94 years old were shown to have statistically significant 

improvement in their verbal episodic memory after 10 sessions over five to six weeks of 

exercises in memory and reasoning training compared to an age-matched Control group. 
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The independent assessments employed in that study were the Hopkins Verbal test, 

Auditory verbal test and Rivermead Behavioral test.   

In another study [2], which used the Brain training fitness program Posit 

Exercises [54], older adults of 65+y participated in 40 sessions during 8 consecutive 

weeks (5 sessions per week). The Control and the Exercising Groups were assessed 

primarily with the RBANS (Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of 

Neuropsychological Status) Auditory Memory/Attention tests [57] before and after the 

8 weeks. The results showed the exercising participants achieved a statistically 

significant improvement in generalized measures of auditory memory and attention 

compared with the results of the Control Group.  

All of the above mentioned studies have suggested that certain types of brain 

exercise lead to an improvement in working memory in older adults. In our study, the 

brain exercises targeted particularly the associative memory, which has also resulted in 

an improvement in short-term memory (described qualitatively by the immediate index) 

of the participants assessed by the independent WMS III test.   

In regard to the two special cases with dementia presented in Appendix A, the 

results showed that both participants’ WMS III scores improved after the exercise 

period, but once the exercise regime ended, the progression of dementia continued its 

normal path. Although that outcome is unfortunate for the individuals, it is a result 

that suggests that our brain exercises may be effective as a tool for delaying or slowing 

the progression of Alzheimer‘s disease. 
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     CHAPTER 5
    

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONSSSS    AND AND AND AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIESFUTURE STUDIESFUTURE STUDIESFUTURE STUDIES        

 

5.15.15.15.1 Summary and ConclusionsSummary and ConclusionsSummary and ConclusionsSummary and Conclusions    

What would be the effect for older adults’ short term memory if they exercise 

regularly with a set of specially designed brain exercises that target associative memory? 

This was our main question and it was investigated in this study. We hypothesized that 

the mental state of the older adults could be enhanced by frequent and regular use of 

our team’s designed associative memory exercises. 

To test our hypothesis, we employed two computerized cognitive exercises designed 

for this project (Word- Image Association and Animal-Shape Association); these 

exercises were intended to strengthen the participants’ associative memory. A 

population of twenty three older adults between 70 to 90 years old was randomly 

assigned into two groups: the Exercising (Intervention) and the Non-Exercising 

(Control) Groups. The Exercising Group went through a program of exercising the two 

associative memory exercises for 8 consecutive weeks, 3 sessions/week.   

The cognitive state of the participants was tested before and after the 8 weeks of the 

intervention (or no intervention for Non-Exercising Group) and one month afterwards 

(only for the Exercising Group) using two standard neurocognitive tests: WMS III and 

MoCA; the results were analyzed statistically.  

Statistical analyses showed that, in general, the Exercising Group had better 

performance on WMS-III after the 8 weeks of exercise compared to those of the Non-

Exercising Group. Moreover, it was found that on average the participants who 

exercised presented a significant improvement in their short-term memory.  
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We also investigated whether the positive effects of the exercises would remain a 

month after the end of the exercise program. It was found that their score in Logical 

Memory 2 (a subtest of the WMS assessment) still showed significant improvement 

compared to the baseline. 

In addition, we tested whether the two probable Alzheimer’s individuals would 

benefit from the same exercise program. The results, as described in Appendix A, 

suggested that as a result of regular exercises their WMS III scores either improved or 

did not get worse, but once they stopped exercising (after one month), their scores 

declined considerably. This is evidence that the exercising program indeed helped them 

to maintain their cognitive state and in some cases (as some memory indexes showed) 

even improve it. Overall, the results obtained in this study are encouraging, suggesting 

that the cognitive exercises could have a beneficial impact on participants’ memory even 

at old ages or even in the early stages of dementia. 

The main contributions of this study could be compiled as: 

• Application of two novel cognitive exercises for strengthening associative 

memory on older adults during a protocol of 8 weeks of 3 exercise 

sessions/week. 

• Investigating the short and long-term effect of the exercise regime in 

exercising participants compared to a Control (Non-Exercising Group). 

• Investigating the plausible positive effect of the same exercising protocol on 

two elderly people with dementia. 

5.25.25.25.2 Recommendation for Recommendation for Recommendation for Recommendation for Future Future Future Future StudiesStudiesStudiesStudies    

In general, the results of this study are promising; however, future researchers may 

want to consider the following suggestions:  
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• The study should be repeated in a larger population. The recruitment and 

supervision of participants while exercising was a very time consuming and 

limiting factor because not all of them started the program at the same time and 

it was difficult for them to commit three times a week for 8 consecutive weeks. 

Therefore, it will be useful to have more research assistants to run a larger study. 

• It would be interesting to recruit more participants with Alzheimer’s disease to be 

able to compare the results of cognitively healthy (exercising and non-exercising 

participants) with cognitively impaired ones. More importantly, our results on 

the two Alzheimer’s participants raise a question that if we could enroll them into 

exercising program again (after a month away from the program), would they 

have regained their lost cognitive function? 

• In our study we investigated the participants’ cognitive state 4 weeks after the 

program ended; it would be of interest to have the same follow up assessment 

with the Non-Exercising Group, and compare the two groups. 

• Recruit participants with a similar level of education or work complexity and 

similar leisure activities. The concept of “brain reserve” states that intellectually 

challenging experiences during a lifetime could help in the process of healthy 

aging [52], [82]. 

• Include an exercise program and a learning process. Besides the cognitive 

training, it would be useful to include some hours per week, in which participants 

learn a new skill and at the same time get involved physically, mentally and 

socially. It could be argued that physical exercise could be difficult to perform for 

an elderly person due to physical limitations. Therefore, we would suggest 

including dancing in the design of future research. Dance has been identified as a 

therapeutic activity that stimulates social interaction [83]. Also we suggest 
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dancing as a form of exercise since it has been said that leisure activities that 

comprise mental, social and physical components have the highest benefit [83]. 

• In addition to the cognitive and physical exercises it would be beneficial to record 

the participants EEG signals or to have a way to scan the brain and see how it 

reacts before and after each session of cognitive training. This could be beneficial 

to investigate and identify which areas of the brain are being stimulated while 

exercising and develop treatments for neurological disorders such as Alzheimer’s 

Disease. 

• It would also be interesting to include the repetitive Transcranial Magnetic 

Stimulation (rTMS) technique as electrical brain stimulation in a parallel group 

and compare the results with the exercising program. rTMS has been considered 

as a tool to improve cognitive skills in Alzheimer’s patients [49], [84] showing that 

it can help lessen the degenerative effects of the disease.  
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APPENDIX AAPPENDIX AAPPENDIX AAPPENDIX A    ----    ALZHEIMERALZHEIMERALZHEIMERALZHEIMER’S SUSPECTED PARTICIPS SUSPECTED PARTICIPS SUSPECTED PARTICIPS SUSPECTED PARTICIPANTSANTSANTSANTS    
    

Alzheimer’s disease is a chronic and irreversible neurodegenerative disorder 

without a known cure. It is characterized by progressive memory deficits, degenerative 

cognitive domains and limitations in dealing with daily living activities [1], [6]. Although 

it has been said that once a person is diagnosed with AD his/her quality of life and 

functional abilities crumble as the disease progresses [85], there are hopes that specific 

brain health interventions making use of the brain’s plasticity could slow or delay their 

functional decline [86].  

A.1 A.1 A.1 A.1 MethodMethodMethodMethod    

A.1.1 Data A.1.1 Data A.1.1 Data A.1.1 Data     

The two participants presented in this Appendix were part of the study described 

in this report and, as discussed before, their data was analysed separately as they were 

suspected of Alzheimer’s Disease by their families and/or their family doctors. The same 

cognitive exercises with the same protocol were employed. 

A.1.2A.1.2A.1.2A.1.2    ParticipantsParticipantsParticipantsParticipants    

Participant 1 (P1) was an 88-year-old female, diagnosed with Alzheimer’s Disease 

by her family doctor a year prior to starting the exercising program. She played for 20 

sessions, missing four sessions (not in the same week) due to sickness or other family 

commitments.  

Participant 2 (P2), was an 89-year-old female and was suspected with probable 

Alzheimer’s Disease by her family. She completed the exercise regime (24 sessions).  

One of the participants (P1) was living with her husband in an assisted retired 

housing; the other one (P2) was living alone. Both of them were functional to the level 

of basic daily living.  
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A.2 A.2 A.2 A.2 Results and DiscussionResults and DiscussionResults and DiscussionResults and Discussion    

Figure A.1 shows the results for Participant 1. As can be seen, her performance 

in both memory exercises improved during the 8 weeks of the program: the scores of the 

Word-Image Association exercise in both forward and backward modes increased 

(Fig. A.1.a) and the number of errors in Animal-Shape exercise decreased (Fig. A.1.b). 

Figure A.1.c depicts the WMS III subtests raw scores obtained at baseline, post-exercise 

period and in the follow-up visit (one month afterwards). As can be seen, her 

performance in Logical Memory 1, Logical Memory 2 Recognition, Verbal Paired 

Associate 2 Recognition and Family Pictures 2 (marked by *) improved after the 

exercise period but declined noticeably in the follow-up assessment after 4 weeks (based 

on [87]). Her MoCA test scores, however, remained the same throughout the study.  

Figure A.2 displays the results for Participant 2. Similar to Participant 1, she 

also showed an improvement in both the cognitive exercises (better scores in Word-

Image Association exercise in forward and backward modes and fewer mistakes obtained 

over the sessions in the Animal-Shape Association exercise). Reviewing WMS III scores, 

it can be seen in Fig A.2.c that she had improvements in LM1, VPA1, FP1, SS, LM2, 

F2 and FP2 after the exercise period, but in most of the WMS III subtests her scores 

declined after one month of ending the program. On the other hand her MoCA test 

scores remained the same for the pre and post exercise assessments, but one month after 

ending the exercise program her MoCA test score declined to 18 points, which is 

considered a significant decline [67]. 

 Since both participants obtained better scores in different WMS III subtests it 

was interesting to see how their scores were compared with the Exercising subjects’ 

average scores reported in this manuscript. Table A.1 shows the Exercising Group raw 

scores from the WMS III subtests which, after the mixed ANOVA with repeated 

measures analysis, resulted with a significant interaction Time*Group (reported in 
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Chapter 4 of this manuscript) in comparison with the scores from P1 and P2. Also of 

interest was to compare the qualitative level of the Exercising Group and the Non-

Exercising Group of this study with the qualitative level of P1 and P2. This comparison 

can be found in Table A.2. 

 

 

Fig. A.1 Results of P1: a) Scores on Word-Image Association Exercise (forward and backward 
mode), b) Number of errors on Animal-Shape Association Exercise ,c) WMS III subtests scores 
(pre-exercising period, post- exercising period and after one month follow up, d) MoCA test 

scores 
 

c) 

Pre-Exercising 21

Post-Exercising 21

Follow-up 21

 Moca Test P1

a) b) 

d) 

Animal-Shape Association Exercise by session P1 

MoCA Test P1 
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Fig. A.2 Results of P2: a) Scores on Word-Image Association Exercise (forward and backward 
mode), b) Number of errors on Animal-Shape Association Exercise, c) WMS III subtests scores 
(pre-exercising period, post- exercising period and after one month follow up, d)MoCA test 

scores 
 

 From Table A.1 and Table A.2 it can be seen that both P1 and P2 improved 

their scores in the WMS III subtests and memory indexes after the 8 weeks of exercise 

or at least in most of the cases their scores and qualitative levels did not worsen after 

the exercise period, compared with their scores and qualitative levels obtained at the 

baseline. However, their scores and memory indexes declined after they stopped 

Pre-Exercising 25

Post-Exercising 25

Follow-up 18

 Moca Test P2

c) 

a) b) 

d) 

MoCA Test P2 

Animal-Shape Association Exercise by session P2 
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exercising, while the cognitively healthy participants (Exercising Group in this study) 

maintained their improved state. 

Also it is encouraging to see that the qualitative level in the test-retest memory 

indexes considered most reliable (AI, IM, AD and GM) of both participants either 

stayed the same or improved after the exercise period. In this same sense it is interesting 

to note that for the Auditory Immediate index, P1 and P2, as well as the Exercising 

Group qualitative levels improved by one level after the exercising period, while the 

Non- Exercising Group qualitative level showed no improvement. This is promising since 

it is suggesting that the exercises designed and employed in this project had a positive 

effect on all people that exercised with them during the two month period. 

 
Table A.1Table A.1Table A.1Table A.1    Comparison between EComparison between EComparison between EComparison between Exercising subjectsxercising subjectsxercising subjectsxercising subjects’    scores and special cases scores and special cases scores and special cases scores and special cases P1 andP1 andP1 andP1 and    P2 P2 P2 P2     

    

 

Logical Memory 1 (max.score=75)

Pre-Exercising Post-Exercising Follow-up

Exercising Group 30.83 42.25 40.25

P1 0 7 5

P2 14 26 8

Pre-Exercising Post-Exercising Follow-up

Exercising Group 11.25 17.92 16.08

P1 0 0 0

P2 1 3 0

Verbal Paired Associates 1 (max.score=32)
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Table A.2Table A.2Table A.2Table A.2    Comparison between EComparison between EComparison between EComparison between Exercising xercising xercising xercising and Nonand Nonand Nonand Non----Exercising Exercising Exercising Exercising subjectssubjectssubjectssubjects’    quality level quality level quality level quality level 
performance and special cases P1 and P2performance and special cases P1 and P2performance and special cases P1 and P2performance and special cases P1 and P2

 

Pre-Exercising Post-Exercising Follow-up

Exercising Group Average High Average High Average

Non-Exercising Group Average Average /

P1 Extremely Low Borderline Extremely Low

P2  Borderline Average Borderline

Pre-Exercising Post-Exercising Follow-up

Exercising Group Average Superior High Average

Non-Exercising Group Average High Average /

P1 Average Low Average Borderline

P2 Average Average Average

Pre-Exercising Post-Exercising Follow-up

Exercising Group Average Superior Superior

Non-Exercising Group Average High Average /

P1 Borderline Borderline Extremely Low

P2 Low Average Average Low Average

Pre-Exercising Post-Exercising Follow-up

Exercising Group Average Superior High Average

Non-Exercising Group Average Average /

P1 Borderline Bordeline Borderline

P2 Low Average Low Average Borderline

Pre-Exercising Post-Exercising Follow-up

Exercising group High Average Superior Very Superior

Non-Exercising Group Average High Average /

P1 Average Average Borderline

P2 Borderline High Average Average

Pre-Exercising Post-Exercising Follow-up

Exercising Group High Average Superior Superior

Non-Exercising Group High Average Average /

P1 Borderline Low Average Extremely Low

P2 Average Average Average

Pre-Exercising Post-Exercising Follow-up

Exercising Group High Average Very Superior Superior

Non-Exercising Group Average High Average /

P1 Borderline Borderline Extremely Low

P2 Borderline Average Low Average

Pre-Exercising Post-Exercising Follow-up

Exercising Group High Average High Average High Average

Non-Exercising Group Average Low Average /

P1 Average Average Extremely Low

P2 Average High Average Average

Auditory Immediate Index

 Visual Delayed Index

Visual  Immediate Index

Auditory Recognition Delayed Index

 Immediate Memory Index

General Memory Index

 Auditory Delayed  Index

Working Memory Index

Quality Performance of WMS primary memory index scores
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A.3 ConclusionsA.3 ConclusionsA.3 ConclusionsA.3 Conclusions    

 Results from P1 and P2 obtained both in the cognitive exercises (Word-Image 

Association and Animal-Shape Association) as well as the results obtained from the 

neurocognitive assessments (WMS III assessment and MoCA test) are encouraging; 

however more AD participants’ data is required, so that the computer exercises designed 

for this study can be tested to be used as instruments to delay the progression of 

Alzheimer’s disease. 
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APPENDIX B APPENDIX B APPENDIX B APPENDIX B –    MMMMore Information about Memoryore Information about Memoryore Information about Memoryore Information about Memory    

B.1 B.1 B.1 B.1 Prenatal MemoryPrenatal MemoryPrenatal MemoryPrenatal Memory    

It is believed that before Hippocampus fully develops, fetuses have memory and can 

store information [21], [88]. There is not enough evidence to declare the exact function 

of fetal memory, but scientists think that until the central nervous system is fully 

mature the memory of a fetus could have different functions. One of these functions is 

the  practice before need it function: for example it has been suggested that fetal 

breathing starts between week 10 or 11, even when this physiological function is not 

required in the utero [88]. Another possible function of prenatal memory is adaptation: 

it has been said that as soon as the fetus starts to hear (second trimester) it gets 

accustom to its mother’s voice, preferring it over other voices [89], [90]. The adaptation 

function of prenatal memory is important since it involves long-lasting alterations in 

electrical properties of synapses in the central nervous system, explaining the maternal 

attachment and facilitating the breastfeeding process [21], [88].  

The above raises a question as if we have the ability for information storage even in 

utero then why we do not remember that period of our life, or even later events such 

the appearance of the first tooth, or when we learned to walk or talk. Some plausible 

answers to those questions rely on the fact that while the central nervous system is 

developing, early prenatal functions are supported by simple neural pathways whose 

function is to store information for a short period of time; also the neural circuits that 

help to retrieve permanent memories are not yet fully developed at those early years 

[21]. Then, over the first years of life the human brain goes through an extensive 

amount of change, and more brain regions such as the hippocampal formation 

(principally hippocampus), cerebellum, prefrontal cortex and frontal lobe become 

involved in the memory process [21]. 
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        B.2B.2B.2B.2    Cerebellum (Example of another brain region associated with memory)Cerebellum (Example of another brain region associated with memory)Cerebellum (Example of another brain region associated with memory)Cerebellum (Example of another brain region associated with memory)    

Motor learning and balance are important tasks generally linked to the cerebellum 

(Fig. 2.2) [26], but it has been suggested that cerebellum is very important also in the 

retrieval of episodic memories and procedural memories [91], [92].  

In [91] researchers investigated the connection between episodic memory and the 

cerebellum by positron emission tomography (PET) imaging. In their study, 19 healthy 

adults participated in two experiments: in the first one subjects were asked to recall a 

previous experience (retrieval of episodic memory), and in the second one the 

requirement for the participants was to randomly think about anything without 

specification. In both exercises the participants lied down, relaxed, and closed their eyes, 

while PET images were taken. Results from brain images showed that only when 

participants were specifically remembering a past experience, parts of the right lateral 

cerebellum broadly activated. Further, since the experiment did not require any motor 

tasks, researchers concluded that indeed the cerebellum played an important role in 

retrieving episodic memories. 

On the other hand, it also has been argued that in addition to motor learning, the 

cerebellum could also be associated with procedural learning and memory [92], [93]. The 

connection between cerebellum and procedural learning was investigated in a group of 

eight patients with cerebellar lesions (judged by MRI images) and in a group of six 

healthy individuals [92]. To analyse the plausible connection between the cerebellum 

and procedural learning, the subjects sat in front of a computer screen, where reaction 

time stimuli were presented in five different experiments. Then the participants were 

asked to answer as quickly and correctly as they could. Results showed that even 

though the reaction times of all groups were decreasing as repetitions of the experiment 

were performed; the reaction time of patients with unilateral cerebellar lesions had a 

statistically significant difference compared to the healthy subjects, suggesting that 

procedural learning is affected by damage in the cerebellum [92]. Since learning is 
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associated with memory, the evidence that procedural learning is related to the 

cerebellum suggests that damage to the cerebellum would affect not only the procedural 

learning, but also the procedural memory as well [17]. 

 


